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SHOT IN LIQUOR

CLUE IS F

RAID BY TOWN
MARSHAL BUSEV

IN CHI AGO

NEW MEXICO CASE
BEFORE CIRCUIT
COURT OF APPEALS

R'S CASE

SUL

V,

OCTOBER 1, 1915.

NO. 197.

bin on the Texas side, it is probable
they would be interned and questions
would arise as to the payment of their
board bill.
The slate department was advised
today thai the commander of the Carri'iizistns at I'iedras Negras had given
insurance that foreigners and their
property would be given every protee- tion so long as he is in command,
jollier reports received at the state
department indicated that the Carran-istas will not attempt to destroy the
THE ONCOMING FEDERAL
COLUMNS International bridge. The report of
Consul Blocker says that there is no
clash at
CAUSE A PANIC IN THE RANKS ,lan"r of " international
Negras. Consul Blocker re-- ;
OF
THE
CONSTITUTIONALISTS, 'ported that he had crossed the Rio

STORM TIES UP

RE8ELS FORCED

IS NEARING

TRAFFIC

TO EVACUATE

IN

Denver, Oct. 1. The Kansas Natural Gas company case was taken under
advisement by the United Slates circuit court of appeals shortly before
noon today. Following the Kansas
Natural lias company case, arguments
marshal expired at midnight. Robinwere begun in the case of the Central
son is confined in the post hospital toElectric, company against the Socorro
his
day with a bullet hole through
FOUR AND A HALF INCHES CF RAIN
THE
ATTORNEYS FOR
PROSECUTION Electric
WHEN THE INQUEST
IS RESUMED
company, on appeal from thej
lung;, from which it is feared he may
1'
New
of
court
nited
district
States
die.
FELL THIS AFTERNOON, SUBWAY
THEY
THAT
HAVE
GIVE NOTICE
TO MORROW,
THE MYSTERIOUS
Mexico.
A motion to 'quash the cita- Busey is held In the county jail at
was
tion
overruled.
IS TIED UP- - SURFACE TRAINS ARE
CLOSEO THEIR
" SPENCER " MAYBE THERE.-- TO Littleton. Today lie stated that the
CASE.SULZER S
The case grows out of the sale of!
shooting followed his attempt to raid
STOPPED AND LIGHNING STARTS
WHO WILL MAKE LAST STAND AT
ADJOURNMENT
ATTORNEYS ASK
electrical machinery by the Central
DAY'S DEVELOPMENTS SEEM TO Robinson's home, believing that the
American citizens had conferred will!
Electric company to the Socorro eonsoldier was selling liquor illegally. He
Colonel
at
Piedras
commander
Sada,
MANY FIRES.
FEYOTE.
TO MONDAY.
PROVE HIM A BLACKMAILER ALSO. charges that when he went to arrest
oi rn. The Central company obtained
Negras. Colonel Sada assured him j
a judgment in a state court for pay- Robinson, the latter made a move as
no
that
attempt would be made by his
nient for the machinery, but before
If to draw a gun and he fired believing
ill oops, even if they were obliged to
TEXAS ALSO IS
CASE GOESOVER TO
this judgment could be collected, the
his life in danger.
MRS. REXROAT DID NOT
surrender the town to the federals, to!
Qninrrn r nvmian v uvufitlfifl II H.rfl (if
Friends of the wounded
sergeant
destroy private property. He also
tnist-t,i,iThe
lts uropOT,-vSUFFERING FROM FLOOD
LIKE "COUNTRY LOUTS" charge that Busey was under the inguaranteed the safety of the two inter
jit!8ue in the present eiise iB as t0
fluence of liquor at the time and fired
and
asserted
national
bridges
finally
whether the company was insolvent
as Robinson attempted to give him asPiedras Negras, Oct.
This city tolla t uiiillli; the lives andwuuiii ui; iiuiiru
ork, Oct. 1. Heavy down- Albany, ,N. Y Oct. 1. Counsel for when this deed of trust was executed,
Chicago, Oct. 1. A real clue in the sistance.
protect
property of
of rain lasting for hours, Hooded
of
Littleton.
Bennett
was evacuated by all but a small force
t'ndersheriff
Senate,
pours
their
of
board
the
rested
managers
Mrs.
murder
of
Mildred
mysterious
Conference report, on tariff bill was ot constitutionalists today, and the re- - foreigners.
declared that when he arrested Busey case of Sulzer Impeachment case this
York this afternoon, practically
Senator Morris hneppard, of Texas,
t
was obtained at Ma- presented and ordered to lie on the port,
hp mm gve no eonerent account of
rebel look up with the secretary of the jcleared the streets of traffic, interfered
entire
out
the
that
afternoon.
given
comb, III., today by state's attorney the affair.
until
table
Thursday.
to Peyotes to make a tieasury a complaint received rrom r. wllll the operation of elevated trains,
In asking for the recess, Judge Her- Democrats caucused at 1 a. m. on aimy had gone
Hadley of DuPage county, revealing
final stand against the advancing fed- L. lieacli, publisher ot the san Anto- tied
and
again
ti) the subway so that not a wheel
rick said that the announcement that tariff bill conference report
was
the elusive "Mr. Spencer" suspected UAf HINf
t io Light, that the government
eral army under General Maas.
F
'
3 p. in.
at
case
the
rested
turned
between Grand Central station
their
managers
today
.
abandonment of discriminating against the Mexicans
ui mo milium, on u uiait inuutu
Explaining the
President submitted number of noni- "came as a surprise to the counsel for
IN BONO FOR
street, and threatThe information came from Everett
in favor of the federals relative to the and Seventy-seconconstitutional'
the
Piedras
Negras,
inations. including several postmanthe respondent."
Mr.
as
Rexroat, the second husband of the
1st
here
Sheprecord
of transportation
officials
ened
a
minor
proclamation.
neutrality
remaining
LAW
NEW TARIFF
"There are a number of motions to ters, for confirmation.
murdered woman, and from William
sert that the entire available fighting pcrd says, however, he might later call at the rush hour tonight.
12:5(1 until noon Thursat
be
he
said.
"The
Adjourned
made,"
opening
'
the attention of the president to the
Rexroat, father of Everett.
Hadley
force ts being mobilized at Peyotes,
f
inches of rain fell
Two and
;
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 1. American statement is to be prepared and there day.
confronted the two farmers with Inmiles north of Sabinas. where it was matter of Mr. Beach. Mr. Hammil has
we
which
House,
numerous
consultations
are
of
thousands
between 1 and 2 : :J0 o'clock. At four
formation which he had pieced to- cattlemen are holding
the
ruled
that
final
to
stand.
decided
neutrality
proclamation
make
the
Not iu session; meets Thursday.
must have with the respondent who,
f
v. as not manufactured
inches
for military o'clock nearly four and
gether and gave them the option of head of Mexican cattle in bond at El in our
It is admitted that the constitution-Election committee began investigaboropinion, should be entitled to
giving up what information they had Paso and at other points on the
On the other hand the mes- - Iliad fallen and it was still coming
Sabinas
from
are
purposes..
alists
retreating
of
tion
all
of
his
counsel.
benefit
Representative
the
against
charges
or themselves stand trial for murder. der, awaiting action on the tariff bill,
without offering effective resistance, sage declares that the army has pre- - down steadily. Some streets in the
One local
"My colleague, Mr. Marshal, left to- Whaley, of South Carolina.
According to their story, "Spencer" providing free importation.
and
it is believed to be only a ques- - vented the importation of lard, flour, Williamsburg section of Brooklyn were
to
a
to
observe
religious holiday
and the alleged blackmailer are alike firm has five thousand head in bond day
tien
of a day or two when a battle etc., to the others. It also prevents three feet under water,
to
him.
is
morrow, which
very sacred
land claims it will save $25,000.
in every detail.
FINAL ACTION ON
will be fouglit at Peyotes.
jthem from bringing their wounded into j In two factories fifteen hundred girls
One thousand are being held at El A material witnesB whom we expect
Mrs. Allison Rexroat was on the
The visible supply of ammunition this country.
(were marooned by a torrent four feet
to call early is also of the same faith
BILL
IS
2443
at
at
2,000
TARIFF
Texas;
Paso;
Alpine,
to
farm but about to return
Chicago
Consul Blocker's warning to foreign- - jdeep on every side and the police were
and rilles has been shipped to Peyotes.
will be absent for two days.
and
east
at
and
.Titos
La
others
and
points
when this man made his appearance.
NEAR AT HAND Two officers, who retreated from theirs to quit Piedras Negras immediate- - summoned to help them put of ' the
"My associate who is to open the
He took photographs of the farm and west of here. The cattlemen are per
field, under the pretense
that they 1', was in anticipation of rioting buildings.
is nearly ex(Mr.
in
case,
Hininan),
to
bond
hold
for
the
cattle
mitted
its buildings, retouched them with
1. The Demo- were ill were examined by Dr. Undn, snoum tne constitutionalists be lorceu
to
Oct.
these
wish
don't
We
hausted.
During the storm lightning played
delay
Washington.
six
months.
colors and attempted to sell the reproceedings, but we think that in jus- cratic revision tariff bill left last night of the hospital corps, this morning and to abandon their provisional capital, intermittently over the city. A num-osult to the elder Rexroat, but the lattlll?
is
As
rvbel
army
being driven ber of fires were kindled by thunder-woultice to the respondent and his counsel
what, the party leaders hoped were declared guilty of "faking." Both
ter declined. This seemed to be the CONDITION OF SENATOR
sen-- j men were
adout- - northward by the government troops bolts but the heavy rain extinguished
to
a
to
we
the
liberal
should
be
the
be
the
last
granted
accompanied
journey
business of the caller. When Mrs. AlLODGE IS HOPEFUL
journment. If we do not adjourn, we ate. After many hours of debate, the skirts of the city at daylight and their "mltr general Maas, the retreating them with little loss.
lison Rexroat took the train for ChiThe Brooklyn Rapid Tr:dit Bright- can have but. a short session on Fri- house adopied the main conference friends fear that they have been shot insurgents are setting fire to villages.
cago that night, the picture salesman
Mass., Oct. i. Encour day under the rules and I believe that
Nahant,
alAH the personal belongings of the
Reports from the front last night ion tieach line was flooded for six
on the bill, 251 to
agreement
boarded the same train.
came
last
from
night
aging reports
to Prospect
we should take a recess until Mon- most a strict party vole, and by this numerous Curranza family have been indicate that the federals are closing (miles from the beach
Mrs. Allison Rexroat expressed ad the home of United States Senator
day. We cannot go on with but part action gave its endorsement to eve-rsent to the American side, as well as in on the towns of Sabinas, from park in Brooklyn, shortly after four
miration for the man, sying that he Lodge, who is ill following an
which the constitutionalists are
ot our counsel present. If we at- thing iu the measure except the
and several trains wore staJ- lrany members of their respective
to have ginger, "so different tion for the removal of a gastric ul- to do so I am afraid one of :ton futures tax.
pected to fall back on either
led at intervals along the line.
households.
from the couutry touts who drag their cer.
across the line from Brownsmy associates will break down. Those
Water covered the rails to the depth
At the end of a short but bitter
Telegraph lines connecting this city
feet with them."
"Senator Lodge passed a quiet and of the court who are
of a foot or more. The torrent of rain
attorneys can fight, for the adoption of the report, with the south were cut at S o'clock ville, Texas, or on Piedras Negras.
Rexroat
enelder
the
afterward
restful afternoon and evening,
Shortly
W. W. Vaughan, a well known en- broke through the roof of a drug store
wen
that tnis case nas Representative Underwood, the demo-- : this morning and fear is expressed
received a letter from a man who tirely free from fever. The attending been appreciate
laborious and exhausting to eraljc iei,der, succeeded in carrying that a federal column under Alberto gineer, and Alford Williams, a drug- on Broadway near Fiftieth street and
very
styled himself a lawyer. This epistle physiciniiB pronounced his condition counsel."
to washed everything movable into the
r
cotton fu-- : Guajuardo may have crossed through gist, were ordered peremptorily
through the
said that the woman was in a materiv entirely satisfactory in their visit lat?
After an executive session of forty ,tm.es tax amendment by a vote of 171 Muzquiz and flanked the retreating vacate, their homes with their fami- street. The damage at this point was
This was the state minutes, the court
ity hospital in Chicago and suggested this afternoon."
lies on constitutionalists' notification estimated at $Ki,n0U.
until
jgi. Democrats and Republicans constitutionalists,
that it. would be well for the recipient ment given out tonight by Mrs. Lodge morrow afternoon atadjourned
2 o'clock.
that the property would be destroyed,
to
on
without
this
party
ArtPr
regard
the
chiefs
citv
(he
(voted
deserting
to help her with money.
with the concurrence of the doctors
of counsel for Gov- - limd a mrRe
despite any protest, to the American
Business Paralyzed.
Herrick,
of
Democratic
Judge
the
to
a
Major'
of
Caldwell
:8(nt
portion
message
"While she was here she Beemed to
for the reason that it was
1.
ernor Sulzer, then requested that the menlbershiu from'scpthern
government,
Oct.
Anothjr
Houston, Tex.,
states
itue
Fourteenth
him owned
Cavalry
apprising
be particularly attenl.'vr to me," enld
federal
by
court adjourn until Monday next.
sympathizers."
niglit of rain has Increased tn gravity
William R' xroat. "On one occasion EGYPTIAN COTTON GOOD motion of Senator Brown the court joined in Ihe vigorous demandoverthat :0r the evacuation. At noon today the
in
southeastern
of the flood situation
tOWon was paBse( that dynamite had
the whole subject be carried
she said she did not believe in too
Louisiana.
went Into executive session to. decide another session of congress. The
Texas and southwestern
i
various places about
piac((j
close an observance of the convenserWIN
POLICE
are
MOUNTED
still
Railway
the question.
en- Streams
rising.
rests
now
tax
futures
:tlf, cjtv A squad of eighteen were
question
tions of married life."
is almost paralySOUTHWESTERN CROP
was introduced to show jtcn
of
Houston
east
vice
Testimony
senate.
with
the
jleft on duty at the bridge entrance to
The man known only as "Spencer."
that F. C. Colwell acted as Sulzer's 'inly
zed.
The house committee concurred in enforce order among the refugees who
who started with Mrs. Mildred Allison
FIRST BATTLE
in the trading on the stock
Hundreds of houses In Lake Charles,
dummy
:are fighting to cross. At the same time
the
into
Clark amendment
the
put
to
the
teacher,
Wayne
Rexroat,
tango
exchange.
Louisiana, are under water and busiAGRICULOF DEPARTMENT OF
tariff bill by the senate, but added the W,at s known as the "dvnamite
last Friday and Is believed to have REPORTS
The transactions consisted of the
ness practically is paralyzed.
plan as an-- :
shot her and placed her body on the
TURE SHOW THE STAPLE TO DO WELL
purchase or 200 shares of Big Four other aniPm,ment. Unless the senate tion , case federals succeeded in fore JUDGE ABBOTT GRANTS PETITION OF
the
answers
railroad track,
description
Serious Floods in Louisiana.
IN which Gray said Colwell had paid for L.in accept lne change,
which has,ing thelr way ,hrongh to this city.
EXPERIMENTS
IN
PRELIMINARY
of Edward Spencer, formerly of West- CAPT. FORNOFF TO MANDAMUS STATE
u v,,,r.u.
in ni ivw
Lake Charles, La., Oct. 1. Floods
M the endorsement of the president, tne
ouiu,
All
closed
and
stores
the
been
have
of
to
that
the sheriff
chire, according
ARIZONA.
bought for Colwell on October 23, !whole future8 piag will have to be those who were able to take their
THE STATE in southwest Louisiana reached seriSALARY.
AUDITOR FOR
county. He added that he expected
,
1912, and delivered to him in Brook-,..
ous proportions yesterday. Conserva
inillt ,.0nfer- - merchandise to Kagle Pass are doing
ui,lort,
to hav Edward Spencer in custody
WILL APPEAL.
lyn on October 31. The second 100 L ,nce comraittee and again reported to
tive estimates were that unless the
1.
Oct.
The
N.
s0.
Atlantic
J.,
City,
when the inquest opens tomorrow.
was uougtH on iovemuer
ana u was both lu)u8es of congress for action
rain ceased within a day, not more
is
11,000
It
estimated
that
refugees
government's experiment In growing not until the second purchase, accord-The conferonce report will be called iare iu line waiting their turn to cross
Mexico Mounted Police, than half a rice crop will be gathered.
The
Xew
1'gyptian cotton in the irrigated sec- ing io urays Testimony, mat i oiwen Up iii the senate early tomorrow by to the American side, and it became
CONDITIONS ARE
jthroush Captain Fred Fornoff. won
of the southwest has shown that told him the transactions were for tho Chairman Simmons, of the finance
tions
PEACEFUL IN
the first battle today over that import- ECHO OF LORIMER
such cotton may be raised success- account of the governor.
committee.
lipnrt tnv nf five rtnllBis tn lirenk the
that Colwell had requestmaUer of "salary."
The history or the compromise (blockade.
COLORADO STRIKE fully there and at fair profit, according ed Gray said
;ant
CASE HEARD IN
This tax, however, will be
the account, be given a num- amendment became a matter of rec- - removed
t. Carl S. Schofleld, agriculturist, in ber that
us the refugees can! Judge K. C. Abbott granted the ap-- j
as
soon
TODAY'S ARREST
to him In ord before the
of western irrigation farming, r, and thei stock delivered
day ended. Represen- - lbe a,.ranged in orderly procession.
.91.1
ipoal of the mounted police to man-- ;
i.i ". oecuue i.,e um
i ...1..1.
Denver, Oct. 1. John R. Lawson, charge
1Su it
u
'
nut
Wil-President
said
of
Underwood
tative
agStates
department
Nearly 500 American soldiers arriv- darmls the 8tate aMdllor for lhe Balary
member of the executive board of the of the United
thff J1" wa ,doi"B
n in mm. n F. ......... fia auruig tne niglit at Jiagie t'ass to
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 1.- - Johu C.
buu iihu
United Mine Workers of America, re- ritulture. In an address delivered to kn,0,w"
Decems firm. Colwell, who had tive Leversivfu
Wl
Gray
of
basis
the
that
added
Kenning of Chicago, was arrested
h,
the;len(i their assistance in case of local for the fiscal year, beginning
Colorado nay before the National Association
turned from the southern
ber 1, 1913, no appropriation having here today and is held as a fugitive
was a bill presented repeateuiy ,troube wlth the Mexicans.
coal fields today and held an informal of Cotton Manufacturers Mr. Schofleld formerly was employed by the firm of plan
oi
senate
been
in
the
Dy senator
made at the last session of the from justice.
mmi,
of
current
the
are
some
act
results
the
Rllmors
announced
experithat
Amnions.
conference with Governor
Harris and Fuller. Colwell did not Smith f'arolina: that he had asked! ...in i,
. i
i
Kenning Bued Clarence S. Funk,
ment.
,!..
Lawson
Mr.
Both the governor and
legislature, although no action to then
want Harris and Fuller to know. thethe aK,.,cultural department to put
general manager of the Internain
i
constitutional-case
the
A
of
obtained
seed
the
tfmni,io
had
by
supply
slated that nothing of importance
abolish the office was taken.
was bringing any the matter fnt0 ebape for the tariff istB
tional Harvester company, for $50,000
, to check the fe(ieral8.
75
are
distributed
and
among
government
been considered.
to Fuller and Gray.
Attorney Francis C. Wilson repre- damages for alleged alienation of the
bill, and that Postmaster General
Although the American consul has
Reports received at the governor's farmers In Arizona and California sufthe amend- - ;dpllvered notice t0 the effect that tlie sented Captain Fornoff and Attorney affections of Mrs. Henning. A jury In
had
Burleson
perfected
'?".P",'t:ha
acres.
ficed
Salt
to
In
the
530
plant
office today showed that conditions
a nullum, iiic'mBT1t and friven It tn t ie nresident.
Hum me nun ..no
constitutionalist leaders will be held General Frank V, Clancy apepared Chicago found for Funk June 20, 1912,
were peaceful in the camps affected River valley, Ariona, where the best witness testified, whose name Gray
and he swore out a warrant, charging
The tariff bill itself came in for responsible for any damage to foreign
Mr.
Schofleld could not remember,
results were obtained,
The attorney
for the state auditor.
Colby the strike.
although
ail
Democrats.
warm
from
Henning with perjury. Today's infor- praise
author-iis
it
the
believed
that
property,
said 32 farmers planted 303 acres. well had revealed her
Disorder Reported.
general, served notice of an appeal (option of Henning's whereabouts was
identity when
of the report
On
final
the
inlv
passage
nf
wnnlfl
lie
the
United
States
court.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 1. Report ot There several fields were measured the bond was delivered.
the first since then.
embracing all of the bill except tnelpotellt to prevent the dvnamiting of: the supreme
further disorderly activity In the camp rnd a record kept of the harvest. This
Gray said he was a contributor. cotton tax. Representative Donohue,
Meanwhile Henning's attorney, Dan-- I
;the
ln
town
case
of riots
of the Btriking coal miners of the Lud- record Mr. Schofleld read as follows: through Colwell, to the governor's or
CORPORATION
MINING
iel Donahue and two of his witnesses
Morgan and'
Lazaro,
A
Pennsylvania;
nieSage has been received from!
low tent colony, reached the sheriff
Yield of Fibre.
SEEKS TO DISSOLVE. were indicted in Chicago on charges
campaign fund. He said he could not Crousasrd. of Louisiana, Democrats,
Oeneral Jesus Garranza, brother of
A. G. Williams, store clerk at
Average recall whether he gave $50 or $100.
of conspiracy to defame Funk's char-- j
voted against it; while Representa- - )ne constitutionalist leader .addressed
It was brought out that Colwell lives
:e of Field,
Per Acre,
Total
Hastings, claims that strikers molest
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 1. The Cananea acter.
tive Kelly, of Pennsylvania: McDon-- : t0 1he military authorities at Eagle
in
one
of
the
in
ed him last night while he and his
broker's
houses
Pounds.
Pounds.
Acres.
It is claimed by Funk that Hen-- I
Copper company, incorporated August
of r at5S
of Michigan, and Rubley.
stating tliat Piedras Negras has
v ife were driving to Ludlow in a bugYonkers. Gray was questioned re- aid.
747
3.38
2,527
and Man been temporarily abandoned by the 1, 1906, with an authorized capital ning's suit was inspired in revenge for
Progressives,
Pennsylvania,
gy. He said strikers dispersed at the
has not engaged the former's testimony adverse to
stock of
729
garding Colwell's whereabouts, but he ahau,
3,872
5.32
Minnesota; Stafford and Carey, constitutionalist troops, all of whom In business$10,000,000,
insisted that he had not seen nor
bound of an automobile approaching in
since January 3(1, 1912, ac- Senator Lorimer before the senate in-714
3,818 '
5.35
Re have been sent to the front to resist
and
California,
Wisconsin,
Kent,
heard from Colwell since he disapthe darkness. The sheriff is investi700
994
cording to the stockholders, who peti- vestigation committee. Henning ad- 1.42
publicans, voted with the majority.
a further federal advance.
tion for its dissolution.
G83 . peared several weeks ago.
gating.
mitted his identity and is being held
3.245
4.75
In
the
meantime
the
American
The Soprls mine, of the Colorado
Gray was not subpoenaed by the ImOrganized to deal in stocks of other pending instructions from Chicago.
lftjjJO
15.23
"'..667'.
WILL
to
ARMY.
'
OFFICER
diers
are requested
guard against comnanies iu Sonora, Mexico, and this
Fuel & Iron company, reports seventy- peachment managers until yesterday
573
5,937
10.35
RESUME AVIATION,
any armed invasion from the Amerl- country, tne stocKnoiuers say mey .PHILADELPHIA AND NEW
cne coal miners at work and one hun- owing to the inability of process serv--!
50C
1,401
2.89
ers to locate him. His attorney for- dred coke ovens being worked. This
Annapolis. Md., Oct. 1. Lieutenant can side as the federal sympathizers nlade some investments, but later de-- !
YORK TO PLAY OFF GAME
490
794
1.G2
mer Judge Bell of Yonkers, was placed John H. Towers, in charge of the are likely to take, advantage of the cide(I ,0 disp0se of all the company's
statements is made In denial ot state488
G.558
13.45
on the stand
ments of officials of the United Mine
requested ravy aviation school here, reported piesent conauions to.rorce tneir way holdings.
Xew York. Oct. 1. Details of the
Alfalfa has proved to be the best tn Dat llln nm limnlnn and n.l.V.
n
Mb return from leave at the academy into Piedras
Workers that the mine is without
Negras, the message
only 600,000 shares were issued and manner in which New York and Philacrop to be used with this
alternating
m
men.
the
i
" " " "
"
Copper company delphia shall play off, Thursday, the
yesterday and it is understood will re- slates.
.
cotton, Mr. Schofleld said. The quail-- Hp smn
Colonel Caldwell, of the Fourteenth holds all but seven. Final hearings will
today that he had been at sume flying within a few days.
was exceiiem, euuie
remainder of the disputed baseball
tjf ui uie
to
a
in his various ofbusiness
inhas
instructions
with
25.
tending
was
be
October
Lieutenant
given
Towers
cavalry,
severely
given
seme terminated
of the lint stapling slightly more than
PRESIDENT SENDS TWO
by the umpire in
fices
to
view
servthe
that
movement
every
day
when
process
fell
sixteen
on
any
he
preventing
jured
May 20.
NOMINATIONS
TO SENATE. 1
Philadelphia on August 30, at the end
inches. ers had been
inches and the bulk 1
him.
on
for
American
searching
hundred feet into Chesapeake bay. originating
territory.
ot the eighth Inning, are contained in
woman CONFESSES
The price obtained for the cotton, he
the ad- - Ensign William D. Billinglee, his com
Judge Cullen, in
Several looters were shot down in
MURDER OF CHILDREN a letter addressed to the presidents
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1 The said, varied between 21 and 23 cents .inurnment said it announcing
had
been
dclded
constitutional
streets
the
ot the two clubs by President Lynch,
today by
pauion, was killed,
president sent to the senate today the a pound. About 1,800 pounds of seed that all the
......
preliminary motions
1. I.i ,1
tioops who steadily are suppressing
Oct.
of the National league. The letter
nnll..,, n
Minn.,
Mjneapolis,
following nominations:
eI,0,,M
t3"
of
at
a,ld
of lawlessness.
Ve "eayd
disposed
'eordine to the Dolice. Mrs. Ida Leck- - follows
'bale, and
Chief of engineers, with rank of used, yielded a
morrow's
session.
were
Carloads of Injured soldiers
"The teams representing New York
;wodt thirty-twthe cotton seed obtained therefrom
years old, arrested to
TITTMAN APPOINTED
brigadier general: Col. Dan C.
Judge Herrick then inquired if the
moved across the river and lett
confessed to having murdered and Philadelphia ball clubs are orderwas more than sufficient to pay for
of engineers,
IN SEVENTH DISTRICT
insight,
court
assure
could
Oovcounsel for
front of the U. S. military post, ine ,sjx ot ,er children by poison.
Mrs. ied to take the field at the Polo grounds
i
Chief engineer of locomotive boil- the ginning and baling, even when
Edward T. Tittman of Hills- Sulzer that the preliminary mo-matter has been taken up as to what Leckwold was arrested on a charge of New York, at 1 o'clock p. m.. October
ers, interstate commerce commission, sold to an oil mill at the low figure ernor
bor0) sierra COunty, was this af- 1
1.A
nnltr
llnna
uiiio uuij nuuiu uc laiYCIl lip lOIHUr-- ;
Frank McManamy, of Oregon.
191:1, for the. purpose of finishing
of $15 a ton.
exposition is to De maae or inese having caused the death of her daugh-1ternoon appointed district attor- "It will embarrass as
"'en.
Viola, aged nine, who died Sep-- i the game illegally terminated by the
Mr. Schofleld estimated the cost, of rcw, saying:
in the seventh judicial dist- jter,
ney
to be compelled to go on with
FIFTEEN YEAR OLD BOY
va- Washington, I). C., Oct. 1. The warember 8, and Laura, 11 months, who! umpire in Philadelphia on August 30,
made
rict to fill the
(producing an acre of Egyptian cotton greatly
the case at that time."
L, cant by the deathplace
KILLS SEVEN WITH AXE. j basing his estimate on averages
'last.
of John E. Grif- - i department was not alarmed at tne,d;ed last July.
situation at the border but they sugThe police declare that she not only
"When play is called on above menat approximately foi, exclusive oi in
fith ,who was elected to the
NOMINATED
Nantes, France, Oct. 1. A crime of terest on land investments. This he GEO. W.
gested that a machine gun be placed admitted the slaying of those chil-a- t tioned day and hour the status of tho
tion in November, 1911. Tittman
.
the international
TO SUCCEED SULLIVAN.
Incredible savagery was committed divided as follows: Seed, tillage and
bridge on theidren, but also confessed that she had game shall be as follows:
has been very prominent in the
American side which will in all Iikeli caused the death of four others, , "The score shall stand S to (i In favyesterday by a boy fifteen years old. irrigation, $15: picking (1,800 pounds j New York, Oct. 1. George W. Loft
councils of the Democratic party
hcod furnish protection. It has been al' of them under one year old, at
who murdered with an axe no fewer seed cotton), $36; ginning and baling: a manufacturer, was tonight
or of Philadelphia, with the New York
and his appointment was not
nomi-- ;
r
than seven people in the village of
that quite a large number of ferent times, between 1903 and 1911 club at bat for its first half of tho
As the average yield in the Salt rated by the Democratic compression-expected. He will fill the
committee for the thirteenth
According to the police Mrs. Leek-- j ninth inning, and one man on the
Basbrlage En Landreau, in the deuntil the election next fall,
Japanese are congregated at Piedras
valley experiment was in ex-jpartment of the Loire Inferleure. The cess of a bale an acre, the profit was trict as the party candidate to fill the S when a district attorney will be
Negras and would like permission to wold declared that she had poisoned side at bat iMcCormiek) shall be out,
enter but no action has been taken. In ,the children by giving them large cne ball called on the second batsman
boy is Marcel Redureau, employed as consequently a good one, approximat-- vacancy caused by the death of Timo- elected to serve two years, or
'
a vine cutter.
case they have been granted an asy-- , quantities of liquid
Ing $50 an acre.
until the next state election.
thy D. Sullivan.
J( Murray) and no runners ou base.
i

MURDER

Fort Logan, Colo., Oct. 1. William
of the United
Robinson, sergeant
Slates army hospital corps, was shot
mid dangerously wounded early today
by Geo. E. Busey whose term as (own
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CHILDREN

kM'AD00 WILL SHAKE

PRIZE CONTEST

PLUM TREE

First In

OFFICIALS

TO

PROVISION-

S-

THE NEW TARIFF BILL

ENFORCE TARIFF

New Cranberries!

SELECTIONS

TO

BE

MADE

OUT
j

RIOTS

WILL

NOT

RUN
i

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHONE 40.

ai

ca

lam

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

pay political obligations.
ad-- j
Duplicate applications should be
dressed to the Democratic senators
from the applicant's home state, as
the secretary will no doubt accept the
recommendations of senators for these
places.

jyAc

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL VtfWWW
FACTOR Ywuuu
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
m??

&r?

of all I would lay the axe at
the root of the tree of militarism,"

says Representative Warren Wroth
Uailey, Democrat, of Johnstown, Pa.,
who holds the idea that it is not neces
ne Democratic tariff to raise
spry
as much revenue as In the days of Re- -

ff

-

....t.i:nnn

NEW

MILITARY

MEXICO

INSTITUTE

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Located In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley, s.TOO feet above sealevel,
mnsnlne every flay. Open lr
work throughout the entire
for physical
Conditions
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourall
teen officers and Instructors,
standard Eastgraduates from
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
:

E A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA, Vice President

W. A. FINLAY.
Illustrated
particulars and
address,

cat.-ogue-

,

COL.JAS. W.W1LLS0N, Supt.

& Rio

Denver

6rande

WESTERN PACIFIC
"THE ROYAL GORGE

-- FEATHER RIVER

ROUTE

EXCELLENCE
Acknowleded lo be Hie Scenic Line PAR

OP ALL AMERICA.

COLONIST EXCURSIONFALL SEASON
Effective September

1913-

25th to Otober 10th,

tha

PfnnnTTlV

niiwht
T.i,i,omoreiatfr,rm
than words,

,n..nn

-

selected any local architect to be the
judges, since In almost every case,
they have susbmltted one or more
at
t.igns to the contest. This fact
once ruled them out as judicial tim
ber.
Again, the committee felt that even
though they could have secured the
services of outside architects, tnat
the latter, being unfamiliar with
Santa Fe, lacked a vital qualification
sama rt
for ludging the
style of architecture.
Finally, because this was to be
contest for ideas primarily, and not
il
(so much for architectural drawings,
has been decldeu tnai proressioimi a.
the
chltectB would have subjected
designs to too searching criticism
and that they would have demanded
architectural accuracy in the drawings, which is not what the committee
sought.
In view of these conditions, and onn
other, namely that the committee had
drawn up the conditions of the con
test, it was decided by the commute
that they themselves Bhould be the
judges. This selection was made, how
ever, only after all other possiDiimos
were exhausted.
Aral
AH designs will be examined
of
by the secretary of the chamber
commerce to see that there is no
name or other means of identifying
the designers.
This is absolutely- ne.cess.arvr for
. .
of the
' of any deBig( name
tllat deeign
ruled out.
d mve f(J

hi.

what happened.
A lecture was delivered in this city
to which the secretary of the navy
was sDecially invited. The invitation
suggested that the lecturer was charg
ing that the responsibility for toe. JW'-Istruction of this property by enlisted
men of the Mluy and navy rests upon
hf;CrnLr..-Daniels on acount of his
ipeech delivered at a private club the
night before the riots at which the
secretary said: "There is no place in
this country for the Socialists," and
went on witli inflamatory utterances
in regard to the flag. The secretary
did not attend the lecture, but many
others did. The claim will come up
ir. congress in the form of a bill and
will also be presented' formally to the
navy department.

:

h

Cars between
Through Standard anJ Tourist Sleeping
with privilColorado Common Points and Ail Points West,
Points
Intermediate
at
ege of a ten day stop-over

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
Santae,

244 San Francisco Street,

N. M.

WILL BE A FLOAT

rwf

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- -

desired.

One of
fair has
always been the industrial parade.
This year will be no exception to the
rule a hustling committee having been
nnnointed and having secured promises from enough merchants and
..noc mur, tn nrnvirlo flnntn tn make the
success of the event an assured fact.
Many more entrants are being secured
each day.
While the time remaining to the
,iio nt this nnrnde October 9 is
short, yet there is time enough to prepare a creditable float.
The parade this year will he headed
has
by the Duke of Albuquerque, who
consented to reappear after four centuries of retirement and to lend his
piesence to the gaiety of the occasion,
The actual identity of the duke is be-more
ing kept a profound secret, not
than two or three of the cammittee In
real
charge knowing who he will be in
life. This will lend interest to the
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 1.
ihe big features of the state

POWER

-

N

be-- t
entire appropriation alloted to it
for decorations and fire
works instead of being given as prizes.
The committee in charge nas rounii
that it is much easier to secure autos
to take part in this event since it has
become generally known that there
are no prizes to be given and no decisions to be made, these having caused
hard feelings in the past.
fanciful creations are being
prepared by autoists who have entered
their cars and at least two dbuubuui
be entered by the commit
ppata
tpp In pharee
It is expected that most ir noi an
the automobiles which will be here
fiom El Paso, as a result of the EI
endurance run, will
is
participate in the event, and if this
so the number of cars in line will
run somewhere close to 200.
Another feature of it which is new
is the provision of music. There will
be several bands in cars at different
points along the column.
All cars will be provided wun
comsparklers and fireworks by the
a
and
owners
desire,
their
if
mittee,
brilliant spectacle is promised.

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your

ready for the hurried breakfast, yot
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
cool th
ready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every
ed rooms. Electricity
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
and full inforday and night" Estimates
mation cheeerfully given.

j

event,
An illuminated automobile parade
will be held one evening during the
fr.ir DrohaMv Wednesday, in which
riore than 90 cars have already been
This par
promised as participants.
ade will be a very brilliant affair, the

'

PCI

ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

and examined each will be assigned
a number, and this number will lie
Dlaced on the design and on the seal
ed envelope containing the designer's
name, which accompanied it. ueiore
are turned
the designs themselves
over to the committee, these sealed
of
envelopes containing the names
the designers will be placed in the
company s
Atpvipiin Printine
safe to ,remain there until after the
- i
,.,Ha he -inminpr.
nipu
nwjirns nav
"j
After the awards have been made by
As a result of the presidential order number the envelopes will be opened
an
of the winners
putting fourth class postmasters into and the names
ot tne
columns
the
is
nounced
commission
through
the
the civil service
Mexican.
p'anning examinations at an early Xew
Absolute fairness to all contestants
date for the 21,537 postmasters in, this
this method of
class. Every postmaster drawing $1S0 will be secured by
can be no shadow
a year and upward will thus come un- procedure and there
in making
der the law. The examination will of favoritism or partiality
manner.
cover four subjects, having the follow- the awards in this
Ideas Wanted.
Arithmetic, 50 points;
ing weights:
wish to announce again
The
judges
letter
writing.
35
points;
penmanship,
of the ideas in a de
the
that
quality
15
addresses,
20
points; copying
the actual
sign will far
points.
of how the design is sub
question
The states of the union have been mitted, whether It be an
iiivMPf? Into eroiiDs of four and the
water color, crayon, charcoal or
SEPTEMBER MORN
examinations will be held in each of
REPORTED UNDONE.
these groups each month, so tnat it
is not an art or drawing con
This
Oct. 1. The latest
Cal.,
will take a year to complete the worn. tpot hut a
Archi
Sacramento,
Santa Fe
struck
huntine
' " craze that
tpcture contest, and IIIC UCBIIjU I"
or
Santa re this town was after the mumer
President Wilson is pleased with senting the best Xew-Olde St. Maurice, a woman of the
first
Cherry
awarded
will
prize,
be
which
Mexico
features
from
received
advices
when crowds swooped
are to the effect that Huerta has con- irrespective of the fact of how it is underworld,
down on her household goods and her
It
be
in
whether
is,
that
request
administration's
presented
ceded the
As re- works of art, which were autlonea on.
crayon.
that a constitutional president of Mex- jpen, pencil, brush or this
The works of art made September
a
Contest
is
times
eleciterated
held
many
ico be selected by legally
- Morn
look like Bhe was wearing a
drawa
and
Ideas,
Fop
tions and that Huerta eleminate
overcoat
fur
on
an
eaual
Btnnd
will
inir
footing
self as a candidate. It is obvious that
with a finished architectural drawing.
Gamboa, Huerta's minister of foreign
After the awards have been maae
Huerta
with
a
is
puppet
only
affairs,
Wil- oil the desikns will be exhibited in
President
but
the
1
strings,
pulling
Room of the Palace of
son declines to recognize this fact of- the Reception
generthe
the Governors. Through
ficially, as Huerta thus technically
of the county commissioners it
That is the motto of the modcomplies with the request that he get osity
to send this
be
will
possible
approbably
which
held
merchant.
are
ern
elections
out. If
exhibit to the state fair, as the exhibit
He knows his business will
pears to be in any way an expression for Santa Fe county. Announcements
of the will of the people of Mexico the
grow exactly in the proportion
this latter point will be
result will be followed by an official concerning
his ability to make it useof
later.
made
thus
rr cognition of the government
M. CUTTING,
to the public.
BROX90X
ful
created.
Chairman.
The better he can make himI!
F. B. MERA,
self known for character, for
An interesting experiment in reducSYLVAXUS O. MORLEY.
courtesy, for fairness In price,
ing the cost of living by cooperative
the larger will be the measure
New Mexican Want Ads work while
purchasing is being made in this city
by the employes of the U. S. govern- you Bleep.
of his success.
ment navy yard. These people have
The modern merchant begrocery
established a
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
lieves in taking the public into
store where meats, vegetables, butter county, ss.
the
of
confidence.
his
members
to
sold
he
are
oath
that
makes
and eggs
Frank J. Cheney
association and their families at is senior partnc of the firm of F. J.
He believes people are interprices averaging 25 per cent below Cheney & Co., doing business in the
ested in the sources of merchanthose at the regular stores. A year's City of Toledf
County and State
dise, its purpose, Us character,
be
to
it
demonstrated
experiment has
aforesaid, ano mat said firm will pay
as well as its fineness and
a success.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLprice.
LARS for each and every case of Ca
GOWNS.
BUT
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
He classes these things as leANYTHING
Miss
1.
Florence
CURE.
CATARRH
Oct.
Of
HALL'S
Cal.,
Oakland,
gitimate news of his store.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Leshler recently paraded the streets
He tells this news through
attired
hours
subscribed
several
me
and
for
to
before
this
Sworn
of
city
the advertising of 'live daily
visitShe
De
uniform.
of
khaki
6th
this
man's
in my presence,
day
in a
newspapers like THE SANTA
ed saloon after saloon, kidded the cember, A. D. 188C.
FE NEW MEXICAN.
arousvoice
her
but
GLEASON,
finally
A. W.
bartenders,
(Seal.)
He feels it is part of his sered the suspicion of a policeman, who
Notary Public.
to
vice to keep the public Informhim
she
accompany
Cure Is taken internCatarrh
Hall's
requested that
ed.
the police station. ' Compare the cosally and acts directly upon the blood
Aud because of this Intensely
tume that girl has on with the dis- and mucous surfaces of the syBtem.
human purpose advertising is
gowns Send for testimonials, free.
gusting slit skirts and
such very interesting reading
that you see on the streets every day F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
not only interesting but helpful
and then, your honor, I feel sure that Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
woman."
and
profitable reading.
you will dismiss this young
Take Hall's Family Pills for
was the argument of the defense
The judge agreed.
j

on sale from
One way Colonist Excursion Tickets will be
Montana,
California,
Nevada
Santa Fetoall points in Utah,
Idaho, Oregon and Washington.

' N

THE STATE FAIR
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L!GHT

ONE FEATURE AT

'
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.New-Ol-

The echo of the Seattle riots has
finally reached Washington. It, comes
for damage
in the shape of a claim
presented by Bruce Rogers, officially
authorized by the Socialist party to do
tins and to deliver lectures describing

p. WHITE, Treasurer.
jJOHN
W. POK, Secretary.

t vet

a

"Hundreds of millions
continued.
have been worse than wasted on what
they have called 'preparedness;' and
now all the big navy boomers and all
the jingoes who shout for more soldiers aud more guns and more fortifications are telling us that we are
farther from a state of preparedness
tuan ever."

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

Regents

tltlrtl--

nf py- tiio t.rniL-tpenditures been so riotous as in that
oi army and navy appropriations," he
..1..

x

Ua

to mean something

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

m

.ln

!.. .i.

of

Tiio

)

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

selecting
mipstlnn
'has given the committee some trouble. pany."
contempt.
It would have been unlair to nave

First

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Avenue, near A.. T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

...

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran. Oatsand Alfalfa,

morrow.
sk your druggist for a 50 cent bottle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
i! ildren of all ages and for grown ups
of
pla'nly on each bottle. Beware is
counterfeits sold here. See that it
made by "California Fig Syrup Comjudges
Refuse any other kind with

winners.

1913

ureen cui cone ana meat, 90. ou per twi,.
$2.50 " "
Oyster Shells f.
.
.
.
$ .05 " lb.
Meat Scraps,
"
$ .03 "
Ground Charcoal,

l.ook back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
or castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children it's different.
who cling to the old form of
Mothers
THE
IN A FEW DAYS THOSE WITH
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt is
IDEAS ON THE NEW
BRIGHTEST
Their tender litle "lnsides"
ARCHITECTURE
FE
SANTA
are Injured by them.
OLD
If your child's stomach, liver and
REWARDS OF $5 bowels need
WILL RECEIVE
cleansing, give only dell-- (
"California
ous
Syrup of Figs." Its
COMMITTEE TO JUDGE.
TO $100.
action is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
i .vative" handy;
they know children
DESIGNS WILL BE
love to take it; that it never fails to
an the liver and bowels and sweet-EXHIBITED IN PALACE
n the stomach, and that a teaspoon-f-.i- l
togiven today saves a sick child

(Uy Gilson Gardner.)
s
Demo-jciatWashington, D. C, Oct. 1.
who have been overlooked In the
distribution of offices should apply to
the secretary of treasury, William G.
JicAdoo, who will be authorized by the
ntw tariff law to select appointees toThese selecpi. force the tariff act.
lions will be made outside of the civil
service rules and on the basis of services rendered to the party. Some
The Chamber of Commerce Archiprotest was made by the friends of
contest closes at 6
civil service reform when the luw was tectural Prize
and awards of the
under consideration in the senate, but o'clock tonight,
offered will probably
five
first
prizes
that
insisted
leaders
the Democratic
this week. Watch the New
jtiiey must have some offices with be made
the names of the prize
for
Mexican
which to

1,

EGG PRODUCERS

TONIGHT

SIDE THE CIVIL SERVICESEATTLE
HUERTA

HATE OIL,
CALOMEL AND PILLS

"California Syrup of Figs" Best For
Tender Stomach, Liver Bowels
Tastes Delicious.

WILL CLOSE

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
OUTFITS IN THE CITY

NOBBIEST

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Best
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the
Guaranteed.
of Satisfaction
Telephone 9 W

104 DON QASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, I JO Mam.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.
1

S

s.If)
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33rd Annual
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SOMETHING NEW
FROM THE
A STRAIGHT DROP OF 4,000 FEET
SKY TO THE EARTH.
From Roy
Sky High Irving In HU Parachute Drop !
Francis' AeroplaneEvery Day

$20,000

In Prize Premiums

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND

TRIP

$20,000

ON ALL RAILROADS.

:

:

ALBUQUERQUE,

i

y

Address All Communication! to
FRAKX A. STORTZ, MANAGER,

.

NEW MEXICO.

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
g
power of
only realized the
ana
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Faper
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
lOOf efficient, you would specify
first-cla- ss

business-buildin-

BOND
(Fac-Sim- il

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
cter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara-

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive
Juft specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
-

NEW

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
SANTA FE, N. M.

AGEN".

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

1,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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the discharge of their duly by threats whip and spur of the leading "proof a recall in case of an unpopular de- gressive" among all the Democrats
cision and all proposals to nullify the Woodrow Wilson. The Oeran law had
test on September 21'd.
decisions of the courts at the will of a state-wida temporary authority through the re- when New Jersey, for the first time
ELIGIBLE
in its history, nominated candidates
call of decisions."
The proposition for the recall of for the governorship at a primary el
lon. It then developed wirn limine
judicial decisions is Colonel Hoose-JHt SUIilitSHUN Ur IHt UULUNtL velt s own, first enunciated by him in taKawe empnasis mat this progresthe famous Charter of Democracy sive'' law was chiefly distinguished by
FOR THE REPUBLICAN NOMINAthe size of the joker it had been con
speech before the Ohio constitutional
Instead of being a device to
TION
IN 1916 IS UNTENABLE .convention in Columbus in February. cealing.
191:. This uroDOSal. together, with the permit and facilitate the free expres-"WILL NOT SUIT REACTIONARIES 'Proposal to make the recall applicable sion of their preference for guborna- ...
bus
. .
...... Kim.
rulnnal Rnneavalt
...... torial candidates by the voters of the
WFUf IPPCtV 111
MMTiiurn!: Jilura, tuiuiiii
state, the (leran law proves to be art- iilii jkuuLi unii bunimnLU 'ported upon nearly every in platform
the last fully and admirably contrived to pre- from which he has spoken
LARGE JOKER.
vent any real expression of independ!1S months.
J ne
jokci- ls coniameu
Thus, unconsciously, and no doubt :KI" ""mem.
Provision:
If anyone is without in the least intending lo in- i"1
Washington, Oct.
who has voted at the
really inclined to take seriously the Iterfere with the deep laid schemes of! 'No person election
in one
primary
party!
standpat talk about Colonel Roose- those Republicans who have' been
Roosevelt 'shall be allowed to vote at the priin-- j
velt being the Republican nominee for sidiously spreading the
the presidency in 1916 let him contem- for 1916" talk, these Xew York reac- - ary election of another political, party;
the resolution tionaries have furnished in one para-- j the following year."
pt te for a
In other words, if a voter once enters
adopted by the Republican state con- graph of their platform the complete
ja party primary in New Jersey he
vention of New York the other day and final answer to all of it.
must, continue to vote with that party
proposdenouncing the Progressive
Democrats who are fond of describ-iaals to make the recall applicable to
long as he desires to take part in
judges as well as to other elective of- ing themselves as Progressives, andthe primaries. The only way he can
review of especially the
ficers and for the
"progres-- ! eecape is by forfeiting for a year his
judicial decisions. There is a genuine sive' Democrats of Xew Jersey, have privilege anu rigni ot participating in
and unmistakable reactionary ring to had a great deal to say in the last the primaries.
the .language of this Republican resolu- year about the merits of the great
President Wilson and his "progresGeran primary law of that state, pas- - sive" Democrats in Xew Jersey made
tion. It says:
"The Republican party condemns ised through the legislature of these a signal mistake when they passed the
all proposals to intimidate judges in j" progressive" Democrats under thelfieran law. They did not go far
'
enough. They should have taken one
" " Step more and made the law cover
voting at elections, as well as at
Thus, having provided
primaries.
Ithiit once a man had voted the Demo- era tic ticket he must always continue
!to do so or not vote at all, they would
have clinched the Democratic majority in New Jersey for all time. Maybe.

..

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

ROOSEVELT IS NOT

puzzled glance.
I don't know!
"I don't know!
he
answered in a hesitating voice.
Many years afterward I asked him
the same question and he gave tho
same answer.
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Colds, Stall Pneumonia, Keep Your Nose
Clear and Your Throat Free.

OLD SCENES WILL
BE RECALLED AT
ARTESIA FAIR

Don't Wait Till You're All Bunged Up. Use S. S. S. Now.
you will go Into any first class store balanced health as the nutritive proper
and get a bottle of S. S. S. you are on ties of the grains, meats, sugars, and fata
the way to getting rid of Catarrh. But of foods. Any local irritating Intluenca
aon't let anyone work off that old trick in the blood is rejected by the tissue cells
of something "Just as gnod."
and eliminated by reason of the stlmula.
S. S. S. Is taken Into the blood just as ting influence of S. 3. 3.
You will soon realize Its wonderful innaturally as the most nourishing food. It
of headache, a
spreads its influence over every organ In fluence by the absence
clearing of the air passages, a,
the body, comes through all the veins and
nusal
condition, and a;
improved
arteries, enables all mucous surfaces to steadily
sense of bodily relief that proves how
exchange inflammatory actds and other
often
infests the encatarrh
Irritating substances for arterial elements completely
system.
that effectually cleanse the system and tire
on sale at all drug
find
S.
S.
S.
will
You
thus put an end to all catarrhal pollution. stores. It is a remarkable
remedy for
8. S. S. cleans out the stomach of mucous
any and all blood affections, such as
accumulations, enables only pure,
eczema,
tetter,
rash,
psoriasis,
lupus,
materials to enter the intestines, boils, and all other diseased conditions
of
combines with these food elements to the blood. For special advice on any
enter the circulation, and in less than an blood disease write to The Swift Speciuo
hour ls at work throughout the body In Co., 202 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
the process of publication.
Do not trifle with substitutes, ImitaThe medicinal components of S. S. S. tions or any of the horde of "Just sa
are relatively Just us. essential to well good" Counterfeits of S. fc. S.

Artesia, N. St., Oct. 1. One him
dred and fifty Apache Indians, in the
costume of their tribe, will march in
the big alfalfa parade in this city October 16, traveling exactly as they did
a hundred years ago, with the ponies
hauling the baggage poles laden with
equippage; and with the band there
will be a principal
chief with his
costume.
aides all in full
This will probably be the most spectacular event ever seen In the southvest and the chamber of commerce
of Artesia has fitted this event with so
nany others out of the ordinary that
now It is certain this full three-dafestival, October 14, 15 and 16, will be
a wonderment to everyone attending.
And there will be tremendous crowds
Inquiries are coming in especially
es
from the southwest, and more
pecially from New Mexico, as to accommodations, etc. Everyone will be
well cared for.
The stock show will be a perfect
wonder. Already there are more than
20 entries of fine horses, ranging from

Avoid

If

t

war-pat-

;

t

The 33rd Asmtal
ALBUQUERQUE
October 6,7, 8, 9, 10, II, 1913.

the fastest trotter, to the stockiest
and sturdiest draft animal. This portion of the event will be appealing,
so because in the same parade where are the fine animals will be
icore than 3(1 beautifully decorated au HAMLIN GARLAND, FAMOUS AMERICAN AUTHOR AND
PSYCHIC,
tomobiles.
HELPS SUPPORT SIR OLIVER LODGE'S REMARKABLE DECLARAThe joy ride will be the funniest
TION JUST MADE TO THE EFFECT THAT OUR LIVES EXIST
thing ever "pulled off." AH visitors,
DEATH, TELLS FOR FIRST TIME HIS WEIRD
EXPERIENCE
every citizen, will be in this joy ride,
WITH AN "ASTRAL VOICE."
for the chamber of commerce has al
ready secured every vehicle In this "Billows were tossed about, books
section of country from a jockey's hurled through the air and the cone
cart to the finest automobile and moved through the room wherever we
every owner has consented to carry as indicated all without assistance!"
many pasengers as the vehicle will
(Sir Oliver Lodge, famous English
hold. On this joy ride will be shown
has just stirred the whole
savant,
the first and only male and female
r mm
lfd bat ever captured; the finest and world by declaring that not only do we
it
but
that
best and biggest hot spring (right keep on living after death,
within the city limits) ever seen; the is entirely within the cold province of
In
this!
to
prove
n ost wonderful triumph of surgery science completely
ever known; and every person in the America a master brain is also at
to solve
the
joy ride will be put to it to name work in attempting
What Is It Han or Beast. There are strange import of "things not of this
He is Hamlin Garland.
so many good things for this joy ride earth."
that everyone is already talking of It
5th pull
Artesia will on the
off the first advertised joy ride in the
history of the country.
The exhibits will show the world
what the southwest actually does pro-dnce the hall is spacious, handsome-ly lighted, and it is will be filled to the
brim with the best grown anywhere in
the world. This feature will be educa
tional to the people of New Mexico
themselves, for a gerat many of us
have no idea what we can do with this
wonderful soil, with plenty of water,
and backed by the finest climate on
the globe.
Governor McDonald has been Invit
ed; and it is more than probable he
will attend; for he will have oppor-- j
tunity of meeting here many thou-sands of the best citizens of the state.
This is assured by the rate of a fare
and a fifth for the round trip from
ai.ywhere in the state.
The ladies are to have a baby show
open to all comers without fee and
it will be the most unique baby show
ever held, because the awards will be
or. strictly eugenic Hues it will be
conducted exactly as a fine stock
show is. So, the babies getting the
prizes will be the best babies in the
world from every standpoint.
The chamber of commerce of Artesia invites everyone to come and it.
assures all that prizes will be just
what they always are, no matter how
Urge the crowd; for the chamber of
contract
at last, a
ith every hotel man, lodging house, mous writer, author of "The Shadow and the light! And then,
came from a trumpet which
staurant, etc., that this shall be the World" and leader in a great national voice
floated around the table!
noi society ior imymuni
case. And as for entertainment
For two solid hours this voice,
a single minute of any of the three land, in his years of investigations of
claimed that it had belonged to
which
many
11 o'clock will the occult, has met with
to
or
the
nights
days
some special feature. There will founding and apparently inexplicable a confederate soldier, a native of Misbo lots of fun, of course we of the experiences things involving deeply souri, kept us laughing by the quaint
southwest have had as good a year as mysterious phenomena. And now he and ready humor of his replies.
Prof. Dalbeare was profoundly puzwe ever do, and that means bumper himself has selected and written the
of
especially ano ex zled as well as amused by the events.
crops everywhere and why should greatest for these
the readers of this paper. Pillows were patted and
tossed
we not be happy; and there will be clusively
In this article today he tells a real around; books hurled through
the
other features galore. The "highvoice" of a air; my chair was tapped at a distance
brows" will have opportunity for the story of how the "astral
dead man talked for two whole hours of six feet from the psychic and the
uplifting of their minds, and the in a
college professor's library. Edi- cone moved with unerring precision
grown or small boy or girl will find
tor.)
to whatever point in the room we insomething to always amuse and
(By Hamlin Garland, Famous Ameri- dicated !
can Author of "The Shadow World,"
The table was shaken as if by a
"The Tyranny of the Dark," etc. strong man and yet the silk threads
ALL
of
PAWN TICKETS
Written especially for readers
remained undisturbed and no slightest sound indicated a movement on
Newspaper.)
THE MAN HAD LEFT this
A few years ago Prof. Dalbeare, prothe part of the psychic!
fessor of psychics at Tufts college,
Other "spirits" whispered through
It.
1.
John
Oct.
Ind..
Indianapolis,
and myself, had a most marvelous the cone and some gave names which
in
is
a
wealthy
who the Dalbeares recognized; one came
Stony, who says he
"sitting" with the
ventor and promotor of Los Angeles, I had seen perforin such wonders in to me, but 1 paid little attention to
in
charge by Los Angeles. This seance was held that part of the performance.
early today was taken
the police, who are holding him for in Prof. Dalbeare's own library. No
When the lights were turned on the
to
the story one but ourselves, Mrs. Dalbeare and psychic was disclosed lying as if dead.
observation. According
mem
the psychic were present. Conditions Her arms were badly swollen and the
Stony told the police, he lost his
ory while in Syracuse, N. Y., last week were absolutely of our own making threads were deeply sunk into her
and since then has been wandering except that the room was dark.
wrists. Her pulse was very irregular
over the country.
The psychic, confined to her chair and so faint we could scarcely detect
Stony declared he had been struck by the silk threads, the ends of which its beat, but a half hour's brisk rubon the head in Syracuse, but physi- were held by Dalbeare and myself
bing and a cup of coffee brought her
trance and while back to normal activity.
cians could find no trace of any in- fell into a death-likin this condition and while absolutely
She said she knew nothing of what
jury.
At that time he said he had J.io motionless and silent, a large tin cone had happened.
and a valuable watch, but today he which stood upon the table, was
After Mrs. Dalbeare and the psyhad only two pawn tickets in his pos- kicked about! Books were thrown chic had left the room I said, "Well,
sesion. One of these was issued here from the shelves behind the Dsvchic! professor, what do you make of that!"
1
He gazed at me with remote and
Monday and one in Toledo.
Large hands appeared between me

THINGS

NOT

OF

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Au
tomobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.
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THE POSTOFFICE
TO BE OF MARBLE
Washington, Oct. 1. Former President William H. Taft called upon Secretary McAdoo and urged that Xew
Haven, Conn., be given a marble
post-offic-

When Professor Taft was complimented upon his healthy appearance
he replied with a laugh: "Oh, I feel
flr.e. but the report that I have lost
80 pounds is a malicious lie. I have
only got rid of GO pounds."
Mr. Taft will call on presiaeiu
tomorrow.
NOTORIOUS

BARBARY
COAST PASSES AWAY.

i

Write for Premium List to

Frank

THIS EARTH!

American women are envied
by
European women.
"American women are blessed with
an English
good husbands," Bald
woman who had traveled in America.
''you, as an American man, can't understand the view which a Londoner
has of his wife. She is not exactly a
He
slave, but she ls his property.
owns her, all her property and har
children. It's this very thing that
of England
makes the suffragettes
The American
militant.
suffraget
doesn't have to be militant. If she
really wants the vote it will be given
to her."
Young men in Europe envy the
young men of America.
In athletics I met a young English
man from Oxford, who Is starting life
as a lawyer.
"I went over to see your country
once, ' he said to me alter we uau
"It was
become well acquainted.
wonderful to see opportunity. Here in
Loudon everything is cut and dried.
There's a certain way to do everything and that's the way it was done
3f0 years ago. There's no chance for
originality. You can't even be natural.
"Our schools aren't schools, they're
I'ounderies. They take a young fellow and their first object, is to not to
help him develop his originality and
his character, but to kill everything
in him that makes him a bit different
from other young men."
And European girls envy American
girls.
"My daughter is 20 years old and
she goes to an English school," said
an American mother whose husband
"All the
U employed in London.
English girls look up to her. They
think it is wonderful that she is
brave and
enough to go
to a theater alone with a young man.
They wouldn't dare do It, you know.
They wouldn't even know what to
talk to him about."
Looking at America from Europe,
these two facts stand out:
America Is aiming dead at the bulls- (eye of personal liberty.
She will be greater a century from
'now when her sons have also develop
ed the idea of personal responsibility.
'T can do as I please," says the Am- ierican of today.
Hut the American of the future will
add, "but I do not please to do anything that will injure my fellows."

l

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor
cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti En-

place is the United States?
As I've said in another article, European men, women, hoys and girls
.'envy the men, women, bo's and gir.la
lot America, and during over a year
Jin Europe I've heard this envy ex- pressed hundreds of times,
For instance,
the barber who
shaved me in Ixndon is one of tha
scores of Englishmen who envy Am- i.rican men. The shaves cost 5 cents,
his tip is 1 cent, by the London cod,
and his salary $S a week.
"I've come to the end of my rope,"
he said to me. "My four children are
old enough to go to school and, of
course, I have to send them. I can'6
keep things going now, as it is, ami
I can't hope to make any more money.
And, what's worse, my two boys can
never hope to be any better off than
I am.
It isn't that way In America,
is it ?"

1

NewMexico State Fair
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Be Free All Winter

EUROPEAN GIRLS WHO

G. SHIil'iiKKIi.
IJy WILLIAM
Sniff Correspondence.
1Oiidon, Oct. 1. What kind of a
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PARADISE FOR WOMEN

FACE IMPASSABLE
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Tackle Catarrh
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San Francisco, Oct. 1. The Barbary
coast, of San Francisco, celebrated Its
final passing last night with a revel
that packed its resorts to suffocation
and thronged its streets with thousands of lookers on.
nt midnight
the police
the
commission's ruling preventing
further sale of liquor by women, went
into effect and in a last effort to prolong the night life that has made tha
"coast" notorious since the pioneer
from
days, there was a sudden switch
cocktails to grape juice.
Between live and eight hundred
women and girls, suddenly thrown
upon their own weak resources, afford
a problem that the reform forces that
compelled the closing of barbary
coast, are striving to meet.

i,ntlv

TEDERAL GAME LAW
NOT IN EFFECT YET.
Washington. Oct. 1. Federal regulations for the protection of migraat the
tory birds under the bill passed
last session of congress, will not go
into effect today, as originally planafned. In the meantime state laws
in
remain
will
birds
fecting migatory
effect.

"

umpires and details of the series of
baseball games between the Chicago
and Chicago American
National
league clubs, yesterday gave out the
t
official list of players eligible to
'
in thin Beriea.

portin
IRON

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

AGE FOUR

THE REV. BILLY SUNDAY

MAN" COOMBS' REAL CONDITION A BIG
SECRET OF ATHLETICS' CAMP.

1913..

1,

HE WRITES

!

FOR THE NEW MEXICAN.

con-lus-

(GREAT BASEBALL EVANGELIST
IDEAS
HIS
GIVES
SERIES EXCLUSIVELY
TO THIS NEWSPAPER.

BASEBALL.

might say, "if" the Athletics don't bat
up to form but it takes a broad "if"
to cover nine men who can lather the
tar out of the ball.
Hut the best "if" of all is about this:
"11" the Athletics don't win the Giants
will. "If" it isn't a tie.

OCTOBER

ON

WORLD'S

Standing of the Clubs.
National League.

Won. Lost. Pet.

Club.
New York

SB

Philadelphia
TWO STAR BOUTS ARE
ARRANGED FOR FAIR WEEK. Chicago . .
DiPittsburgh .
Albuimerque, N. M., Oct.
rector Hark l.evy last night announc- Hoston .
.
.
ed he had matched Harry Shafer and 'irooklyn
Kid Anaya, the fighting Indian of Trin- Cincinnati .
Louis

Sc.

of Denver, and
as the princi
which he will
week for the
tc'ification of Albuquerque fans and
those from over the state who will br
here attending the big exposition.
In reniatehing Anaya and Shafer,
Director Levy is bringing together two
boys who, on May 3(1, last fought one
c" the fiercest bouts ever staged in a
local arena. Shafer was given the
but the verdict of the referee
met with lod protest, many of the
fans believing Anaya should have
been given a draw with the Cheyenne
idad, and Kid Williams,
Kid Pavo, of El Paso,
pals In two star boutd
stage Thursday of fair

CO

SO

C5

78

09

C7

82
82
87
99

(15

C4

49

.

.

.607
.589
.570
.531
.450
.442
.424
.331

49

.

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
.638
54
95
Philadelphia
.580
63
S7
Vashington.
C5
.561
S3
Cleveland .
C9
.531
78
Poston .
Club.

f liicago

Pitroit

.";''

.

Louis
York

.517
.430
.373

72
Sn

.

.

..,

94

.

93

55

.

Western League.
Club.
Denver

Won. Lost. Pet.
101

.

Moines
St. Joseph
Mes

boy.

Lincoln

AND DENVER
CLUBS TO PLAY SERIES.

MILWAUKEE

.
.

91

....

.

86
83
77

60
60
77

.630
.630
.534

79

.518
.487

82
...
Omaha .
88
72
Topeka
- The
30.Americar.
Chicago, Sept.
90
.
Sioux
closed yesterday what WichitaCity. ..
98
63
Piesident Chivington pronounced s
th-is
very good season. Milwaukee
i.ew pennant winner, having won only
yesterday after a race to the closeness
National League.
of which is ascribed the success of
the 1913 campaign. The Milwaukee
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
club, It is understood, will play a pop'
American League.
series with the Denver team, winner
ii' the Western league, though definite
Philadelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
arrangements have not been made for
Cleveland at Detroit.
contests.

.451.

.445
.89S

'

Where They Play Today

Today's Games.

TWO CHAMPION

Billy Sunday has written, with the McGraw is baseball dynamite." Billy
Sunday.
' The question is:
Whic'' ninn?
Billy Sunday will give
mence next week. Read the first ar
tide in tomorrow's New Mexican. three articles written t
This fastest player on AiiBon's famous the New Mexican thret
old Chicago team will pick his win- of baseball wisdom and r
Billy is today the wor
ner.
platform evangelist; yesi
Billy Sunday on Mack and McGraw.
"Connie Mack's an iceberg. Johuny baseball's fleetest player.
Billy Sunday punch, three corking articles on the big game which com-

American League.

SWIMMERS WED

""Mack's Great Artillerymen

Above, Jack Coombs and Chief Bender;

"Don't worry about the Athletics'
pitchers," say men close to Connie
Alack when some one intimates that
s
pitching weakness will cost the
the world's series.
Because Connie JIack is Connie
suspicion lurks in
Mack, a
the minds of many that the long manager will "put something across"; in
fact, is putting something across right
deep-roote-

now.
Mack is finishing the season with a

safe lead over the American league
place winner, whether it be Cleveland
or. Washington. He is using his young
pitchers, resorting to Bender and
Flank only when forced to do so to-

ward the end of a game.
Both of the veterans are resting for
the "crucial test" when Athletics
meet Giants. They must be in perfect trim, not stale from overwork, to
beat New York.
Mack has but one youngster, it is
generally conceded, who can stand the
world's series gaff, and that, one is
Bob Shawkey, who promises to be one
of the game's great boxmen in the
next few years. Brown, Houck and
Pennock will not stand the acid test.
But Mack is known to pin his faith
to those wizards, Plank and Bender,
and neither will do more "work than
will serve to keep them on edge until

"IFS"

MANY MOMENTOUS
W SITES CHIEF
I

HAVE

Below, Eddie Plank and Bob Shawkey.

" FAN'

October

0

3

1

I

3

1

Bentley, Gallia

"
At Detroit
'!""'
8 12 2
Cleveland
1 4 2
Detroit
piggish, that one almoRt liked him.
,
having been promotGregg and O'Neill j Comstock, House His
and Gibson.
ed from a "Hello" girl to the wife of
a millionaire, Jimmie proceeds to reAt New York New
gard the profits of the transaction as
largely his own. His manipulations of
I'tme called off; rain.
the assets furnished the fun and kept
the audience wavering between the
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
vale of tears and pleasanter paths of
National League.
comedy,
For in spite of Jimmie and his
klyn
Second
At Philadelphia
commonplace wife Marie Nordstrom
0 carried the role and got everything
3 12
1
3.0
,
Philadelphia
Camnitz,
Walker and
Fischer;
Finneran and Killifer, Burns.

the day the series opens.

Mack only had Coombs," is the
wail from the American league, "the
series would be a cinch. Coombs, Ben- -

"If

sister-in-law-

der, Plank, with the Athletics' hitting
power! Good night Giants."
Well, perhaps, Connie will have
Coombs. The iron man from Colby,
out of the game all season, is reported to be through for the year as the
result of a strain received while getting into condition about a month ago
It is openly hinted that Coombs
was not Injured at all or, if at all, bul
slightly and is working out every day,
rounding into condition to go in and
save the day for the Macks.

York-Bosto-

Game-Broo-

FOOTBALL.
Final score: PennAt Philadelphia
sylvania, 13: Franklin and Marshall

IN THE BIG SERIES,
GEORGE COHAN.
SAYS GREATEST

Ml

FAN OF

The "Bought and Paid For" troupe
arrived in the city on the noon train,
and spent the afternoon sightseeing,
hiring a machine for a short trip up
the canyon and to the Tesuque pueblo. They also took in the Old Palace and San Miguel church.
Marie Nordstrom, who in the play
takes the part of Jimmie Gilley's wife,
volunteered the information to the
members of the troupe today, although this was the first they had
heard of it, that she was born in Fort
Apache, Ariz., and her father, Col.
Nordstrom, was transferred to Santa
Fe and spent several months here,
during the first few months of her
life. Miss Nordstrom and her mother
also visited Santa Fe about. 15 years
ago, although this is the first visit
of the other members of the company,
fnl. Nordstrom is buried in the Santa
Fe National cemetery, and she took a
brief interval from her sightseeing
this afternoon to spend a short half
hour there.
Cutting out the advance notices,
furnished by the press representative
of the company, and turning to today's
Albuquerque Journal for a notice of
last night's performance in that city,
r,o i
iot to hplieve that the com- all it is represented to be, tor
is
pany
that paper as well as the El Paso Her
ald speak very highly of tne perrorm-ancegiven in Albuquerque and El
Paso.
toAmong other things the Journal
-- A.
day says:
Miss Marguerite Brack and her fiance,
"Jimmie" was a cad, and in real life
Ernest Smith, both champion swim- cads are more disgusting than amusmers.
ing. As comedy material, they're great,
Jimmie was so caddish, and so
fact,
30.
Two
San Francisco, Cal., Sept.
of Neptune's favorite children, Miss
Marguerite Brack, champion lady w
swimmer of the Pacific coast in the
and Ernest Suiitli, Pacific I
coast champion in the hundred-yardash, are going to be married.
The romance began several months
ago at one of the bathing pavilions
when Miss Brack became a pupil of
the Olinpic club swimming star.
Something Doing
For Every Minute
Smith has the honor of being the
only local swimmer who forced Duke
THE FUN CENTER OFSANTA FE
Kahanamoku, the-- world's champion
from Hawaii, to extend himself. He
Clean Shows'
is a student at the University of CaliLARGE
SNAKE
THE
JARGO,
fornia.
.Miss Brack is one of the four womBESSIE, THE WILD GIRL
en who have successfully swam the
ARIZONA
WONDERS
Golden Gate.
j

s
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THE GIANTS WIIJ

'IF' IT

TIE!'

(By George M. Cohan.)
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
I've picked the Athletics to beat the
Giants, and by this same system have
picked the Giants to lose to the Athletics but every fan knows baseball.
Being a fan myself, I've seen too
much of it to take anything for granted. There are as many "ifs" In this
text series as there are sands on the
Atlantic coast from Florida to Maine,
which Is more than six.
The first "if is the Giants' batting
power. Doyle, Meyers and Merkle
have done poorly this season, but
there's a good chance that just for
this series they will swing back In
Bnd tear the peeling off the pill, hitting harder than ever before. If they
do

The next "if" is Baker. This terror
poled two home runs in 1911 and broke
u the show. But hitting home run,
however hard you hit the ball. Isn't
clway down on the cards. He may
not get one tbi
year. No telling
would have
vhere that 1911 mix-ugone if Baker hadn't cracked out
p

of those four base blow9.
The Giants would have won three
games, with a chance at the fourth,
and an even chance at that.
will
Connie
undoubtedly work
Schang a lot, possibly give him more
to do than both the others. If he
comes through, fine and dandy; but
what then, with
"if he doesn't out
of gear?
Thomas and Lapp
Then there's the "if of the first
game. "If" the Giants should beat
Eender or Plank in that first battle,
they would have all the best of the
pitching, with more veterans to choose
from and would be twice as hard to

either one

btat.

Then, again, there's the Matty "if"
although this isn't much of an "if."
If he pitches that first game will he
win it? He won it in 1903 and in 1911.
'
In 1912 McGraw sent Jeff Tesreau in
and Jeff lost the opener.
1 believe It's a cinch that
McGraw
will take this as a bunch and send
!"Blg Six' in to open up the show. "If"
Matty loses this starter for the Giants,
for the first time, you can see what
it would mean.

There's another big "if about
pitching selections. He will
undoubtedly use Matthewson and
at every chance. But, with
three men needed, will he use
Tesreau or Fromme for the
third man? Will he depend on
for steadiness or Tesreau for a
chance at a brilliant game?
Both teams have been in a slump
for some time. Now "if" the Giants
get back into their game and the Athletics don't there's an important "if."
If Mack has a third pitcher to pick
will it be Shawkey, Brown or Houck?
I believe it will be Shawkey, but I understand Connie is very sweet on
young Brown.
Back in 1911 Jack Murray didn't get
a hit In 1912 he hit like a wild man,
breaking up two games. "If Murray
hits as he did in J 911 "if Murray
hits like he did in 1912 well, there's
quite a gap between these two "ifs." CUBS AND WHITE SOX
nd it may mean a couple of ball
PLAY POST SEASON SERIES.
games.
There are a million "ifs" in this bus
Cincinnati, Sept. 30. The National
lness, but I believe the Giants carry baseball commission, supplemental to
ot the dates.
a few more than the Athletics. Tou the announcement
Mar-quar-
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SCEXE FROM "BOUGHT AXD PAID FOR" AT THE ELKS TONIGHT.
was out of it.
"Bought and
Paid For" as it's title implies, is really a serious and interesting drama.
The sort that wrings the moist
handkerchief of emotion and the
hearts of sympathetic audiences.
Charles Richman admirably acted
the millionaire, confirming in the
strong second scene the impression of
unusual artistic ability he gave in the

there

V

"T WIN
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"BOUGHT AND PAID
FOR" TROUPE GO
SIGHTSEEING

THEM ALL.

THE FAN SPECIALLY POSED BY GEORGE COHAN FOR THE NE
"Bl'T THE BEST 'IF OF ALL IS THIS:. 'IF' THE ATHLETICS DON

opening act. Richman appeared In the
original production in New .York and
was accorded warm praise by the dramatic clitics at that time. Kathleen
McDonnell takes the part of the poor
girl, who finds that all Ib not gold
that glistens and although she was
not a member of the original company, plays the part with sufficiently
modulated expression.
A clever bit of character work was
the Japanese servant portrayed by At- -

f
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ATHLETICS TO WIN, BUT EVERY FAN KNOWS BASEBALL,

PICKED

6,

At Washington
Philadelphia
Will Breast
Mermaid and Merman
Washington
Life's Tides Together.
Bohen and McAvoy;
and Ainsmith.

EVANGE- -

PREACHING

BILLY SUNDAY, WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS
LIST, AS HE LOOKS TODAY.

j

ELKS' THEATER,

len Atwell, also with the original presentation. Miss Nordstrom also appeared in the New York production.

The stage construction left nothing
to the imagination in the way of gorgeous general and particular effects.
Ample opportunity for beautiful
settings was regarded likewise the opportunity for a lavish sartorial

v
OCTOBER FIRST.

:

Seats on Sale at Zook's Pharmacy, Monday, Sept. 29.

Tickets, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

DeKreko Brothers

SHOW

JLarge,

On

Montezuma Avenue, Opposite
tbe Capital Hotel.

ALL THIS WEEK.
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THE

FETE,

SUBSTITUTE

TO

TO

ARMORY ON EVENING

HELD

TO MEASURE, $25 and $35
Values in All Wool Fabrics
from Mill to man direct,
Your
clioioa of tiOO patterns, in worsteds,
serges, cheviots, uassimeres, diagonals, and every known pure wool
fabric. We make von tho price of

HONDURAS

AT

OCT. 31.

OF

Cr'LLOM AND CHRISTIE
MATCHED FOR TEN ROUNDS.
Indianapolis, lml., Oct. 1. .luck Ilil
Ion. local claimant to the middle,
weight boxing championship and dun
Christie, of .Milwaukee, were match
ed to box ten rounds in Terra I lame,
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E ROCK KNOCKS OUT
FOREST IN FIRST ROUND
Columbus, Oh In. Oct. 1. Phil Brock

PHIL

Cleveland, knocked out Eddie For-ir- s
of Philadelphia, in the first round
of their scheduled
bout hero
last niiiit. The men were in the ring
minute and 27 seconds. A right,
hook to the jaw put Forest out.
o:

i

Tl

OCT
We also shniv vou two other lines
of HEAL'TIl'TL
'OOi,K,S. mil
give you a selection of l'lUO differ-

FIVE

DRY GOGDS
ADOLF
CO,
Hallowe'en fete, to take the place
of the Plaza fete, which was never
NO TURKEY TROTTING
J. B. LAMY,
TO SHAKE
ent patterns.
due to a combination of cireutn- OFF CHILLS
AND FEVER.-J- UST
was decided upon at a special
CUSTOM
LINDHARDT,
C&&X0Om&XC
TAILORING,
iiueiMuiB 01 rue womans uoiiru or,
Ave.
Palace
125
EAT AND SLEEP, IF FEVER
WORK,
Trade held Monday evening.
Jt will;
jr
1
WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
bl lll?ltl jointly at the armory and the
I
I
AND CHILLS PERMIT.
HIIII11 1
I
4 library on the evening of October 31st.
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST REI lie ladies
expect to make this a big
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
CEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONallair, and announce that all the fea-$18.00 per month.
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
tures of the Plaza fete will be given, V FIVE MONTHS OF
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights.
New York, Oct. 1. Although movea supper at the library and the other
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
THIS WAS ENOUGH.
$20.00 per month.
ments during the morning were uncerResidence: Colorado,
attractions, including a dance at the
Spanish
and
satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
tlie
tain
market gradually grew strongFOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
Honduras.
armory. Hallowe'en decorations and
er
of steel were made
offerings
Large
$35.00 per month.
l.'i
lo
i'o
Hallowe'en
features will
appropriate
Population:
"gringos."
in the belief that the shorts were in
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180. U
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Rosweil on the Pecos river,
abound and the affair promises to be A
Food: Canned goods and veniSteel was forced under yesdanger.
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
also
bananas.
jvell wortli attending. Notices of the j' son;
terday's bids. Subsequently it moved
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
different attractive features will be:S
Drink: Filtered water and coup with the other stocks here. Hayall can be Irrigated. Price $11,000.
coa mi t. milk.
published later. The Woman's Board
ing was not aggressive. The favorite
Clothes: Khaki trousers and
5 of Trade had planned the Plaza fete
stocks were bought before the noon
for two different dates during the sum-jcotton shirt.
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACThour.
Locomotion
IVE GIFT.
See our display
liner, but each time it was postponed
FILIGREE
!
Dances: None.
Cuif Buttons,
J'on account of the inclement weather.
Necklaces,
OLD LORENZO DEAD
Diversion: Papers once a week.
Subsequently the improvements in lliej
of Ciold and Turquoise. All
made
Stick
Lockets,
etc.,
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
Pins,
AT PUEBLO OF LAGUNA.
Hours of work: tl to II a. m.;
plaza prevented its being held until
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
it was too cool to hold it outdoors, A 12 lo j p. in.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
Laguna, X. JL, Oct. 1. Shaute-uKiiaJiso the event was transferred to the
pieces of jewelry.
"Old
or
was
as
he
best
Lorenzo,"
set
and
for
when
an
armory
evening
Phone, 189 J.
everybody is in the mood to enjoy! .lust live months of the above life known by the thousands of tourists
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
1 1 9 San Francisco
themselves;
:
:
jwas "enough" for Charles Pateck, end others, who have visited Laguna
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
St.,
in
Pueblo
the
passwno
past
twenty
years,
is
back
home
ihanta rean,
again
leaving his chills and fever and On-- ed peaceably away yesterday morning
44
tral American aspirations
behind "t 8 o'clock. The old man, whose age
v. as unknown, but which is said
him.
by the
'"
It was in May of this year that Mr. oldest Indians to have been about 112
H Palook walked into Hulls'
drug store years, was taken sick about a
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
X iund told a
reporter of I he New Mex- - igo with a combination of old age inC. L. POLLARD,
LA. HUGHES,
R.J. CRICHTON,
bad seiz-- ( (ii tnities, and was not able to rally
Telephone the Postal Tele- iean that the "wander-lustW. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
iS graph company if you do not get X ed him again and that he would ft om the resultant weakness.
President
Treasurer.
Secretary.
Managers
deone
be
will
your paper and
Lorenzo was one of the best known
jl,.Uve in a few hours for Xew Orleans.
"vered to vou at one.
.and most noted characters among all
j
Xj He left.
Arriving ui: Xew Orleans he secured the Indian tribes in New .Mexico. Of
ReHack and Baggage Lines. Entire
com- - gnnal and sunny disposition
i position wan tne tinted
he was;
H. B. Cornell, an Albuquerque
at puny as some kind of manager at the a great favorite with artists and
can
Best
stocked.
get.
Rigs you
torney is in tne city, on legal nusiness company's camp at Colorado, and he tourists and was always the principal
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE POMES.
today.
sailed away with visions of the glory for artists' studies while visiting
Kev. B. Z, JfcCollough returned yes
a country blessed by nature, but gtiiia. His portrait has been painted
Phone 139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
terday from Tucumcari where he at- neglected by man.
as Hurbank,
by such noted artists
NCORPORATED)
tended the Presbyterian synod meet-- '
Mr. I'ateck's knowledge of Spanish Hi.urian, Sharp, Innis, Croll and other
ing for New Afexico.
and other languages: his wide experi- - celebrated painters of Indian life,
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Frolick, of Chi- once in foreign travel (he
objects to ihlle his picture is known to thou
cago, and Mrs. J. E, Durham, of Duran, Ihe title of globe trolteri his amiable sands through the medium of the il
sHENRY
X. M., were visitors at the New Me- disposition, coupled with a bellicose lustrated
post cards.
F EVERY DESCRIPTION.
xico Museum
yesterday.
appearance of nuttes and a six shootDISTRIBUTOR OF
Hugh H. Williams, chairman of llie.er made him nersona uratissima at
WALKED 1.500
slate corporation commission, and once with the high brows and low
MILES; GETS A HOME
Mrs. Williams, arrived
home
today; brows of Honduras.
Shingles, Cement,
Roofing and Build-in- g
fiom Deming.
Mrs.
Williams has
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
He found that Ills duties consisted
Minn 'Oct
Finish
of Every Description.
spent several weeks at Deming and;,,, arisin8 at 5 a. m., going to work at j,,"" ' P
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
aii
e vlrl
on
'
t
he
Fay wood Hot Springs recoveringT from I,; stavina on the iob until 11 then oi Kdward
water.
Payson Weston, Mrs. Mare;
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
a mi ere illness. She is reported much
1
.knocking off an hour for lunch of Chester, of Middletown. X. Y.. mother
Santa Pe, New Mex.
35
J
TELEPHONE
'
ot
ItlllU
"
so,ll(;
,lnne(l tl"' "r
;
of ten children, three of whom ac-thk
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hull ol Okla- - ;of venison if a
change were needed; jcompanied her, arrived in Min.ieap-ihomCity are registered a the Demck t work at noon until 5; then'cis
y(sterday, having left Xew York
with perspiration, all of the
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
July 31. Business men of Mid-- ,
city
William H. Pope
is as- (employes took a bath, dined again on dlelown agreed to rebuild Mrs Ches- iDittui aLiuiiu.y grnBiai ui uk janoiua. bananas and tinned foods, if they were iter's burned home at an
expense of $4,inum mi. mm ;uis. ruin visiu--u nauia iiungry, smoked until bed time. There OuO provided she made the
ISSTYour Business Solicired."X3j2
trip in 65
Fe last year, and were much pleased 'vvrP n0 'i.ailes,' no tango teas, no (ilin
days; It was accomplished in 53 days.
with the beauties of city and environs. !si,ops,
0 callijig on beautifully gown- - The children were one
girl and two
air. aim jurs. i.. . iraggeu ami H. (fl
no lodge meetings, no boys, aged respectively Lj, 11 and 13
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Phone 100 and 35 W.
jL,. jmggeu, oi i,os Aiigeies. motored tennis games, no parties
or
years.
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
10 me city jesreroay.
i ney are at
gasoline, no nothing."
uw
!
'
"u M,s- "8S-Air. Pateck was depressed by the
Mexico
New
Central
and El Paso & South western.
gett expressed decided opinions on :.lck 0f social gavety, but soon had TEN ARRESTS MADE IN
CALUMET
DISTRICT.
STRIKE
need
of sign posts at cross roads 'othPr
the
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. N, AND RETURN, $12.10.
with chills
(roubles: Malaria,
In New Mexico so that motorists may
He found tn.lt le ..d(.tor.. '
j.llld ffiV,,r1.
Ten
Oct.
arrests
Calumet,
Mich.,
know "where they are at."
.,
janmIcan Kl.aduate
were made in the Calumet strike disMrs. Herbert
wife of the,wllo llan(U,d out mt;dicllK,
,.e.
wllpn
1 noted American Parsons,
political leader of ,(m.slpd, Uv0 pel. CPn( ot tlle ra011,lv trict today. Annie ('lemons one of
leaders of the women strike symNew
ork city, arrived here today
or,i
,i,
,.:.,i ., jthe
is among those in custody.
and is at the De Vargas hotel. Mrs,
pathizers
partmeiit.
Other women were intimidated, who
will
Parsons
in
Saneonie
days
spend
his sojoiirn in Honduras,
And we will show you ho w much you can save. Espeprevented men from going to work,
ta Fe and It has been announced that Mr.Discussing
Pateck said: "With a tempera- Considerable
t she will deliver
shooting by strikers in
a lecture before the ture, of 10!)
cially should you do this with your
all through the day and a that, district last
meet ing of the Federation of Women's
night was reported.
I
little less at night on the const where A Calumet
physician
returning; from a
clubs.
a breeze had a chance to cool, one call was fired on. One
of the bullets
soon becomes so listless and lazv
cutting off one of the lingers of his
SENA OR CIRCLE DRIVE FUND,
that one is unfitted for work in a more drVer.
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
$fiii.00
Previously acknowledged,
It. is true that
clime.
ihe
Mrs. K. D. Franz
r..fl0 bracing
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
jemployes put in ten hours a day, but
Mrs. E. A. Fiske
r,.fi;i
jmUTJxruinrruuAn.ruuuiruuvarLg
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
Tolal
$75.00 en
HAY AND
CO.
would in
energetic Santa Kean
L. H GIBSON, T F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
six hours."
It will not pay you to waste yur
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Asked about PYenrsintiK to tlin mint.
0r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
out
time wrting
your legal forms ioi of the country, Mr. Paieck said
Phone, Main 250.
when you can get them already print- that
great care is taken to travel on
ed at the New Mexican Printing com mules
(for lack of railroads) lest the
pany.
deadly tarantula come in contact with
one's feet. The water is unfit for
drinking unless filtered but there are
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
cocoanut trees and all one has
H.
CO. lomany
KAUNE
do to get a clear, good beverage is
In Nllnkp IllM Iran
..v. ftlwl mttn Ilia vu,
Where Quality governs the Price!""' This is cheaper than the Amen'
'
and Price the Qualify
It Will Not Cost You Anything to Learn the Facts I
jlor.
Can Save Money.
Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
"There is one advantage of life in
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
Honduras' said the traveler, "and
Phone 262.
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.
that is, an American can save money.
A
ONCE
PHILOSOPHER
here is no way to spend it."
SAID: "KEEP GOOD NATUR-e.Mr. Pateck said that his remarks
'till 10 a. m. and the Baldid not apply to the life in the capiRooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
ance of the Day will take care
tal of the country which is a live
of itself." Let us help you keep
city with social happenings to interIF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
::::
est the visitor and resident.
good natured, a good Breakfast
requires good Groceries, get the
Glad to Be Home.
best from us.
"f never realized how delightful are
We have received all our new
the air, the scenery and especially the
and other
"Quaker" Foods
iy t s t
people of Santa Fe," he continued,
Fatrninaceous goods. Everything
"and when I returned to Xew Orleans
In the line this year's
pack,
Now
I yielded to the temptation to buy a
fresh and sweet,
ticket for the oldest cily."
Quaker White and Yellow
Mr. Pateck expects to locate here
Cornmeal.
and is preparing to take a position
VI.
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
here.
Grains of Gold.
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker BugMother's Wheat Hearts.
FOUR UNIONS TO FIGHT
Pearl Hominy.
and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
gies
6
FOR ENFORCEMENT OF PACT
11, 1913.
This week we will surHominy Grits.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
of
Nuriavene Flakes.
prise you in
Houston, Tex., Oct. 1. Four union
Puffed Corn (the newest).
of it. Because he knows it is the best.
is
proud
railway organizations in Louisiana and
Puffed Rice.
Texas have formed a federation under
Studebaker
wagons and buggies are built on honor
Puffed Wheat
a
movement to fight for
and with the experience that comes from sixty years
Pearl
Barley.
One
Round
strict, compliance with their working
for
from All
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
in
Breakfast Food
Will be good color,
Pettijohn's
schedule with the Southern Pacific
New Mexico
when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
experience
and
of
lots
others.
Albuquerque
from defects. lines from New Orleans to El Paso, it
' The prices are as pleasing as
Whether you live in town or country; whether you want a
was announced toda"y.
work or pjeasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to til your
the Quality. If you have not
The organizations in the agreement
require
mcnt. Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
enough left for tomorrow mornare the firemen and enginemen, locoice
vehicles,
road
and
wagons,
wagons
oilers,
dump
carts,
buggies,
ing's Brekfast, please call un
motive engineers, railway trainmen
dspot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them all.
NOW.
Best Canning Pear. and conductors.
This Week-T- he
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
The men claim the mediation agreesame high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
DAJES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH T011TH.
RETURN LIMIT, OCT. 13, 1913
ment reached with the company under
See our Dealer or write as,
negotiations conducted by Federal
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
KAUNE & GO. Mediator Xelll are not being observed.
H.
STUDEBAKER
South Bend. Ind.
The companies deny this.
"TheQualityShop"
W.R. BROWN, G.F.&P. A.,
CHICAGO
i;2'V YOBK
U. S. LUTZ, Ajjent,
DENVKR
DALLAS
KANSAS CITY
'
MINNEAPOLIS
SALT LAKE CITY
rORTT.ANP. ORE.
SAN PHANCI5CO
Where
PHONIT
El Paso, Texas,
Santa Fe, N. M.
New Mexican Want Ads always
inyja
.
For Safe
bring results. Try it.
nniutruvuuuuui nnnn n nn n
N. B. LAUGKLIN,

President.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
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JRJE

Stable

Lumber and Transfer Go.
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j

JTJABTEBS FOR

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
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Plaster,
Materials

AGENTS
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FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
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LOW SUMMER TOURIST FARES
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Buy For Cash

t

1

Best

Flour

Hay, Grain
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GRAIN

'
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Ask About This One

j

PURE FOOD
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
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Peaches
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Trip

Points
and Return.

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

Town's full of
Studebakens

At Their Best

TO

Special Excursion Rates
Fare

Are

the way

!

QUALITY

and free

firm

Fancy Bartlett Pears

Modern Groceryfo.

S.

Prices ar Bst
Oualitv.
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or
iwyrr
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SIX

V ALLEY RANCH,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatofflee

ESTABLISHING
ft

Bronson

-

15.00
02.50
01.00

Dally, par quart, fey mall
Dally, per quarter, by carrttr
Weakly, six month

0 .00

FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL

OF

FE

SANTA

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

AND PROFITS,

$245,000.00.

!with him whatever, as I do not think (at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition? As
that should be made public and the; the great, mineral section of New Mex-mor- e
Grant county ought to be repre- it is kept in the shade the but-iiesented at the big show with a mineral
ter it Is for everybody.
And along with (he shady barber exhibit not equalled by that of any
shop and the gossip of the patrons other on earth. Such an exhibit can-o- f
it one is led to think a little of the not be gotten together in a few weeks,
question of gossip and who are the since the general assistance of mining
It will be well
real artists in it, and it must be ad- - ' men will be needed.
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NOT POSTHUMOUS.

A

must be rearranged. The ladies have country to have the coming exposition mmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmamammmammmmmmmwaummmmak
in mind, for they will, doubtless be cal- no .longer the monopoly.
Overcome by a spirit of humor, the St. Louis Times lakes up the subject
In
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Show.
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For
Roosevelt
Theodore
to
include
upon to assist in the collection of
and
jled
of posthumous things
attempts
Silver City IndependI saw Ihe following in Ed Guest's the exhibits.
category.
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column in the Detroit Free Press this ent.
It speaks of the article by Roosevelt In the Century where the author
Scrib-uermorning and it struck me as pretty
gives his view of Wilson and his administration, and the one given in
HOME
pat from the standpoint of both the
relating his hunting experiences and the ones to follow his trip into
FOR HUGH:
ones who want to show they know.
Ihe unknown wilds of South America.
DEMING QUITE
Elbert Hubbard, of East Aurora,
The Times then facetiously inquires why the editors of some of the magaCulsint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
v.as the guest of E. LeRoy Pelletier at
zines want to keep on giving so much attention lo posthumous writers and
METROPOLITAN
the
From
for
a
luncheon
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
such
writings."
posthumous
penchant
Wednesday.
why they "possess
Central Location.
news column.
There is infinitely more humor in the attempts of certain of the editors
Deming, N. M., Oct. 1. Editor J,
of the country to prove that Roosevelt is a dead one, than In the alleged
Two long haired friends at table sat T. Leonard of the Gainesville Regis
THOS. DORAN, Prorpletor.
wit of the Times man in his feeble effort at slamming at those whom he
Large Sample Rooms.
ter, who is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
And sipped some old Sauterne
seems to think are of the posthumous order.
Bushtrib
'he
!Hfollowing
to
seem
be
not
And each one sought throughout the
anything posthumous
Just al the present time there does
ute
fttfZA
chat
about Tlieedore Roosevelt, when the old party leaders with which he was
is a little metropolitan colony, comonce associated are thinking of inviting him back to take the leadership of
No girl never made a fool of
The other's tricks to learn.
posed of a cosmopolitan population,
what they teem to think is a broken and defeated party, in need of a man who
"i see some dandruff on your coat"
the majority of whom will measure
She- - Xo?
Who did, then?
To Elbert whispered Roy;
lias the people with him and who can command that support which no other
in intellect, business activity, esup
can seem to summon.
out
his Ihroat
Said Elbert, clearing
thetic taste, domestic loyalty and id"That's genuine, my boy."
It was (lie posthumous condition of the leaders of the Republican party
eal citizenship with any community
THE BYSTANDER
that put that parly out of the running a few months ago and left them with
on this old planet. A great people; a
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
"A goodly crop of hair you own,"
only Vermont and rtah to uphold them in their extremity.
great country; a model little city; a
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to
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the
then
To
in
Proprietor of the
even
that
is
the
Whether there
Roy,
sage;
quoth
suggestion
anything
place where it is a pleasure for
BILLIARD
"Mine had not quite so bushy grown the "tenderfoot" to mingle with these MONTEZUMA
led upon to assume Ihe task of resuscitating the fortunes of the shattered old
PARLORS,
When I was at your age.
and observe their
homes,
party, or not, it is significant that he has been considered In this connection
generous
Mas Engaged at a Great Expense,
Men.
Cleaning
like the way you brush it back,
The Best That Can be Bought!
and with its experience with posthumous leaders and posthumous policies
energy, push and constant activity in
We clean hats, men and women's
'Tis pleasing to the eye.
it is not likely that party would call upon a man in that category, or who
the pursuits consonant with their reMARCUS
AT ANY PRICE
CATTON,
etc.
curtains,
draperies,
Cut one thing I perceive you lack
is considered by them to be in that category, to come to their rescue in the clothing, rugs,
spective vocations. Not only is such Son of the Famous
44C.
Gold.
220
Phone
West
And that's a flowing tie."
time of their dire need.
Take no chances on either
a pleasure to the visiting observer,
Promptness Our Motto.
When speaking of writers and of men who are posthumous, almost the
but it is instructing, enervating and
when a small amount will give
"BILLY"
CATTON,
is
an
advertisement
The above
.last one to whom that appellation would apply is Theodore Roosevelt.
wear you such an awful thing?" delightful to behold the practical
s
the protection that you
"Why
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billiard
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manage
in an Albuquerque paper and
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Then questioned Roy in the Fra; manifestations of such happy consuneed, and when you do use inand instruct tiiose desiring to
is but an example of the truly funny
of
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good
mmation,
"Because It is distinguishing.
surance get the best, as it is
learn the game. All new tables,
TWO JUDGES.
notices that creep into print from
And men know who you are.
people of this bailiwick."
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the
cheapest, and
There is a very wide divergence of Judgment between two federal judges time to time.
The hair and tie have marked me
Chairman Hugh H. Williams, of the lounging room for those who cate.
It is not alone in the Duke City that
regarding the scope of the Mann "white slave act," the position taken by
ALWAYS SEE
well,"
state corporation commission, is to the pastime.
.ludge Van Fleet, of the California court, and Judge Pollock, sitting in the men need to be cleaned, but this is
a day or two with old home
In confidence ht spake,
spending
federal court at Wichita, seeming to hold opposite opinions.
the first that I have seen it thus "And Elbert Hubbard all can tell
He is doing a
friends in Deming.
M.
EVBRVONE WELCOME I
One holds the commercial view entirely and the other looks at the mat-le- r baldly announced that any particular
Where'er my way I take."
world of good work for the whole
from a standpoint of morality as well as that of commercialism.
institution made a business of cleanOffice United States Bank Building
state and his efforts are very much
This is what, .ludge Pollock says in rendering his decision: "If the gov- ing them, outside the regular one that Not far from where this famous
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mercial purpose, shall instruct the jury
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acquit
St.id one: "that's Elbert Hubbard official visit to Washington, and a
of the L. A.
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Business
t lie government in cases of this kind is based upon the commercial laws."
bath parlors.
side trip to New York, where he saw
there!"
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
The cleaning of men is a big underThat is a very
viewpoint from which to look at a moral
The voice was fairly loud.
his old friend Chief Meyers catching
good companies, good protection
question, and would be of little value as a preventative of the very thing taking in this age of the world and "Which one?" exclaimed another then for the New York Giants who on that 1
those who start out to do it ought to
which the law evidently intended to touch.
In still a higher pitch.
particular day trimmed Cincinnati. 1
Far more appealing is the position taken by the California judge who held have the greatest encouragement and "The
one," he said again. When the chief was young in baseball 1 CHARLEY GANN, PropV
that the law not only applied to cases where the women were transported ci. this account I hope the cleaning
Mr. Williams pitched a one to nothing
Said he: "I know. But which?"
house in our neighboring city will be
for commercial purposes, but for any Immoral purposes, as well.
thirteen
inning game at Clifton, Ariz.,
European Plan.
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The argument of some of the journals sof the country, evidently hold- successful.
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if the broader view were taken and that they could not spend the time to posted they kept "colored
ladies
you want to take a " p from! As soon as the chief saw Williams In
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Electric Lights and Baths.
give so much attention to cases of this nature.
jhose," and I did not see a single per- father" just Jay your money n the: the grand stand he invited him down
Meets Both North South
It is the commercial view of the present age, and is one that needs to be son go in to buy.
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(extended visit with relatives.
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a new code of conduct and punishing those who would tear down the ae- - "coiored ladies' " variety would come
No Matter.
wHl be accompanied by Miss Grace
fense which Is being reared for the protection of the girlhood of America.
Lots of people seem to think it mCDaniel, who will spend a portion
way. Good covered hacks and ooa
under that description at all, as it
teams. Fare 5.00 round trip. Team
It is said that an effort is to be made to modify the Mann law if it Is to would not make any difference wheth- does not matter how 'you treat a man !of tne winter in Texas,
furnished commercial men to take In
be construed on any other basis than a commercial basis, and if this is at- er they were
or not.
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"All is Weil That Ends Well"
Alone with dyspepsia comes nervousness, sleeplessness and gen- eral ill health. Why 7 Because a disordered stomach does not permit
and carried to the blood. On the other hand,
the food to be assimilated
poisons which come from this disordered
the blood is charged with
nerves are not fed on good, red blood and we
digestion. In turn, the
breakdown.
nervous
It is not head work that
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does it, but poor stomach work. With poor thin blood the body is not
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grip bronchitis consumpprotected against
tion. Fortify the body now with
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both liquid
an alterative extract from native medicinal planti, prescribed
and tablet form by Dr. It. V. Pierce, over 40 yours ago.
More than in years of experience has proven its superior worth as an
stomach tonic and Mood purilier. It inviitorates and regjilatcs
the stomach, liver and bowels, and through them the whole system. It can
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d
tablet form of most dealers in medicine.
If not, send 50 cents in one-cestamps for trial box to Dr. Pierce 9 Invalids
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N.Y.
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THERE IS TO EAT!

Phone No. 4
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This Weatlier,is a Reminder
WE HAVE

FULL LINE OF

A

HEATERS

WILSON

The .Montezuma Trust company of
Albuquerque, W. II. (iillenwiiter pres- ident, was closed today by the suitbank examiner, Howell Kami st, and
bank examEl. A. Mossman, assistant
iner, is in chaw prmling tlie appointment of a receiver which will be ask-- ;
ed for to wind up the affairs of the
bank. Mr. Mossman, so il was staled
at the ollice of the bank examiner to-day, had just completed a report on
the bank's affairs, and alleged irregu-- !
larities were found, which led to the
action taken. The bank lias been in
procesB of liquidation for some time
past, having transferred its deposits
to the First Savings and Trust company of Albuquerque.
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Everything fn Hardware.
W. H. WICKHAM
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ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Rest in the City
Ample facilities forlarge
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, S3 00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
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THE WEEK

Protest Against Closing Stations.
The state corporation commission
today made a protest to F. C. Fox,
general manager of the A., T. ft S. I'.
against the closing of the station at
Dona Ana, a short distance below Las
Crimes. This action followed protests
to the commission from patrons of the
station. According to report, the San-- :
ta Fe had announced that it would
close the station on October 6.

eSiU

internal revenue service, arrested at
Perea, McKinley county, yesterday
four men who are accused of bootleg-No details of the arrests nor
ging.
the names of the men have been re-- :
ceived here yet. It is said the men
were engaged in the illicit selling of
liquor in the McKinley county lumber
Roosevelt County Schools.
Mrs. S. V. Culberson, county superintendent of schools for Roosevelt
county, has forwarded to the state educational department, the report of
the schools in that county. According
to this report which embraces 39 districts employing 56 teachers, Bchool
will be held in four districts for the
in five districts
full nine months,
there will be seven months school, in
five districts there will be six months
school, 24 will hold five months and
one will only run three months. There
are 2523 children of school age fn the

OF

STATE.
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THE

MORROW,
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t
Let
Stoves,
demonstrate to you their
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not better than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat variety of models at almost any price.
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The difference in fuel alone In six months will pay for a new one.
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.

The Reliable Hardware Store.

)g

consider It a
ff vnil
advise me
and send me any literature you have
at hand.
In the public library here the only
book on New Mexico is one published
in 1890 by Susan E. Wallace. I believe the library should be furnished
with something of a later date.
Very respectfully,

fr

',.

DR. B. B. MORROW.

LOCAL ITEMS.

'Me

Road Work In San Miguel.
George H. Hunker yesterday was !
formed by State Engineer James A.
French over the telephone that the
convict gang which will work in San
county for the next few
Miguel
months. Is now on its way to Las Ve-gas and is working at Canyoncito,
where a slight amount of work is nec-- i
essary to be done, says the Las Vegas
Optic.
Las Vegas in late years, has had littie assistance from the state in the
way of road building, and as the high-- '
ways are now In a deplorable condi-- '
tion all over the county, the assist-- I
ance that is to be rendered by the
gang will be a big incentive for
good work.
The road commission and the conn-- ;
ty commissioners already have accom-- I
of road buildplished much In the
.
ing and are working men at three dif-ferent places in the county. In addi- tion to the work of the commissioners
a number of ranchers and other resi-- '
dents In the country have volunteered
to assist the good work by lending
men and teams.

REPUBLICANS FAIL TO GET
AT MEETING.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 1 Although the Republican congressional
campaign committee failed of a
quorum today to act on plans for the
reduction of southern representation
national conventions,
in the party's
of the advisory committee
which submitted the proposals for a
change explained them at length. An
ether meeting of the full committee
will be held within a few weeks.
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The Presbyterian
Sunday school don't want you to be a
Passer by next Sunday, October Mil,
at 11 a. m but want you to join in
u
"Rally Day" exercises.
get the best meats at Andrews.
Sweet potatoes 4lbs. 25c at Anto the

passer-by-

COM1--Yo-

drews.
FOR

WT-trl-

one-hal-

T,!

g

W. Armiin pharcnrl
l.Ild Geol'tlG
c
soliciting a bribe in connection with
water
the
franchises, are being argued today before Judge B. C. Abbott.
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
Attorneys Renehan and Wright are
arguing the demurrer in the Arniijo n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
case and Attorney Crist and Messrs. Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats,
Renehan and Wright are arguing the
with a most beautiful
Mr. together
demurrer in the Salmon case.
in Ribbons,
line
of
novelties
iRenelian hinted today that the demur- Feath- ....
V..,..,..l nt Ilia nllpfatinn that Bands, Fancy and Ostrich
ommiitPd: that a con - ier9 Etc., are shown at
versation does not constitute bribery,
and in the case of 11 r. Salmon that he
is not a city official. The arguments
and
began late yesterday afternoon
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
were continued this afternoon at 3
that
announced
o'clock. Judge Abbott
he would write an opinion after con- S. W., has
completed the details of
sidering the common law feature in- purchase of 10,000,000 feet of lumber
troduced. "1 want to be sure of my tn be used in
developing a new Phelps-Dodgpound," he added, as he commented
company mining plant west of
in the great interest manifested in the Tucson, Ariz., the terminus of the Kl
indictments. District Attorney Read I'aso & Southwestern.
represented the state at the hearing.
FOR
SALE CHEAP One Cole's
Hot Blast heating stove, medium lze, DYNAMITE BLOWS!
used three months. Phone 287.
OFF HtSIHAND
Repairing Streets For the first
time in the history ot Santa Fe, the
superintendent of the penitentiary is
While playing in front of the Elks'
furnishing a gang of. about 15 convicts theater shortly after 3 o'clock this aftIn
not
to work on the city streets,
o'itly
ernoon, Lupe Gallegos, aged 14, is
cleaning them up but in "grading, said to have picked up a shining copditching and reestablishing the lines. per tube about an inch and a half
This has been accomplished through long and began to whittle the end of
the efforts and work of the committee It with a pen knife. Suddenly there
cf streets, of the chamber of com- was a loud report followed
by the
youngster.
l.ierce, through me Kindness or super- frantic screams of the
intendent McManus. The new spirit Passersby rushed to his assistance,
is surely catching and everyone is and found him bleeding profusely
falling into line and getting together from' both arms.
The--- boy was taken over to the ofto help old Santa Fe. The chamber
cf commerce is grateful to Superln fice of Dr. David Knapp on Lincoln
tendent McManus for his assistance in avenue, opposite the theater, and the
this matter which Is very much ap physician found that the right hand
was practically Blown off and two finpi eclated.
Who is coughing around your house? gers of the left hand shattered.
It is not known just where the boy
Catch a cold now and it is likely to
stay all winter. We make strong; found the cartridge or whether there
claims for our coueli and cold remedy. were several. One theory is that liesomewhere in
Try it by all means. Zook's Pharmucy picked up the cartridge,
the city, carried it In his pocket and
Inc., succeeding Fiscner Drug io.
Let us grind your hamburger or a decided to open it while playing in
veal loaf while you wait. It does not front of the theater.
take but a minute with our electric
grinder. Andrews.
Archaeological Society The election of officers, preparations lor research work and for publication of a
""' ;
Ut L3,,PHIbL
Ivt
monthly bulletin, providing for u per-anent Lew Wallace exhibit in the
Ben Huv room of the Old Palace (when
certain
A
the location of that room can be deter
clothiers
declare
their
these were tile features ofj
mined)
"rcidy-niade- s"
the monthly meeting of the Arch-equal i
aeological Society of New Mexico held
best
of
vo"k
the
the
tailors,
last night in Assembly hall of the Old
a
were
uvea
elected
never
tauor
The
officers
Palace.
Jchn R. McFie, president; B. M. Read,
advertised
who
vice president; Paul A. F. Walter, secrnr.de expressly for you
retary; Miss Ruth Laughlin, corresponding secretary; Dr. J. A. Rolls,
cqral to the best ready-kin- d.
treasurer, and Charles A. Linney, di"
maderector, constituting a board of directors with the officers. Colonel Ralph
The situation is too trans-arg- uI,. Twitchell tendered his magazine
"New-OlSanta Fe" to the society as
pa:cnt to admit of
its official organ and the offer was acinAn
rcent.
of
a
vote
thanks.
with
cepted
teresting feature of the meeting was
Have our fathe symposium of expressions heard
as to the location of the Ben Hur
mous
Chicago
room and judging by the difference
of opinion expressed as to this matter
tailors,
many are curious to know. Mr. Read
will discuss the matter at the next
Priced Co.
meeting of tlie society.
'
Nice fresh pork sausage, home made
ik
build and designfrom home dressed pork every day
clothes for you.
from now on. It is fine. Try it. An-

Elegant Line

h.

e

Muncie, Ind., Sept. 28.
Secretary of State, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I have been trying to find
out about New Mexico and Arizona. I
began my investigations at the same
time and have received a mass of literature concerning Arizona, but only
a railway folder on New Mexico, and
that deals only with the Pecos valley
which seems to Be very nice.
I am compelled to go west on
couril of my wife's health and have
come greatly interested in farming by
irrigation, either pump or gravity. I
would like information concerning the
,and around Bernalillo or if you know

RENT Five room modern
f
blocks from
house one and
Plaa. Joseph B. Hayward
Bowles Under Knife Albert Gill
Bowles, the popular young drug clerk
employed by Zook's underwent an opfm. appeudiciti8 at st. vln.
sanitarium last night. He is
resting easy today but he will not be
able to leave the hospital for ten days.
The operation was performed by two
well known local surgeons.
Break up colds remarkably quick.
Cure la grippe, headache, and neuralgia. Zook's Cold Tablets. Get a box
today. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
Club The Good
Good Fellowship
"J. M. KTjRN."
Fellowship Club will hold its first
"Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce.
nf the season Thursday even- "Your wire have arranged for spe-jn0ctober 2, in their rooms in the
cial service from Lamy to Santa fe,bagement of gt Jolln-- M. k. church.
airival No. 4, October fith
The rooms from this date will be open
"J. M. KURN."
every night in the week from 7: SO to
of
the
The general superintendent
9; 30.
Everybody is invited to attend
in
the
Santa Fe lines. J. M. Kurn,
and spend the evening In good ,read-ii.above telegrams fully meets the
and interesting games.
of the chamber of commerce
Buy your bacon where you can have
to provide a special to meet the limit- it sliced In a slicer at Andrews.
ed bearing Santa Fe's distinguished
PIGS FOR SALE Good stock 7
guest, Don Juan Rlano, minister ot and S weeks' old, $3.00 each. New
Spain to the United States, and gets Jlexico Penitentiary, Santa Fe, N. M.
right into the game in the true Santa
Offered "Hush Money" Truant OffFe spirit. Mr. Kurn by this action icer John V. Conway was walking
brings in the human interest side of along the street today, without his
tig business.
overcoat, when he spied a little girl
who ought to have been in school.
"How about this, my little maid." askWILL
OTERO
GOV.
"I know 1
ed the superintendent.
the little
at
school,""
to
be
lisped
FROST
ought
WED MRS.
girl. Then she took out a five cent
EVENING
THIS
piece and offering it to Mr. Conway "Please don't make any trouHon. Miguel A. Otero, for nine years hie." Mr. Conway Issued a mild
of the territory of New Mex lbuke and then turned away to laugh,
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
ico, and Mrs. Maude Frost, also a res
iuent of Santa Fe, took out a marriage BE SURE.
The Soanish Archives Col. R. E.
u.... t,D ti.io mnninr
The wedding is to take place at Mrs. Twitchell has just completed the readmonFrost's residence on East Palace ave- ing of the first page proofs of his
nue at 7 o'clock this evening, Justice umental volume on the Spanish ArchThe work is
There will ives of New Mexico.
F. W. Parker officiating.
in superb manner. Col.
be twenty four friends of the bridal being done
Twitchell has placed In the keeping
couple present.
of the School of American Archaeolthe
ceremony
wedding
Following
ogy the manuscript of the copy where
the
at
a
theatre party
there will be
ii will prove Invaluable for consultathe
at
Elks, and then a reception
tion until the volume is completely
bride's residence.
from press.
Nice green tomatoes 3c lb. and all
BANDITS GET $7,500
other home grown vegetables and
FROM EXPRESS BOX fruits at Andrews.
Furnished Room. 104 DeVargas St.,
Thief River Falls, Minn., Oct. 1.
Phone 156W. Mrs. T. Willison.
box containing
$7,500
An express
Get good Olive Oil. Ever try
consigned by several Minneapolis Squibbs? Fine. You pay a trifle more
banks to banks here, was robbed of than for an olive oil you know noth
al its contents at the Minneapolis, St. ing about, but isn't your health worth
Paul & Salt Ste Marie depot here byjt?
pharmacy inc succeeding
The Fischer Drug Co.
three masked bandits yesterday.
box had been left at the depot by a
Who Stole the Dogs? Two young
train a short time before.
Llewellyn setters belonging to C. C.
While two robbers held up the Catron and Albert H. Clancy were
baggage man, Charles Johnson, at the stolen last Sunday from the owners
point of a revolver, the third knocked pnd the matter has been placed in the
Edward Tollefarud, a ticket agent, hands of the mounted police, and arsenseless, took his keys, unlocked the rests may be looked for at any time,
box and gathered up the money. The as information has been received
robbers escaped.
which wlll lead to the prosecution of
the thieves. The dogs both had tn
collars, and dog tax licenses, and
JAMES B. HAGGIN IS
those responsible for the theft may
ILL WITH PNEUMONIA.
sentence staring
find a penitentiary
B. them in the face unless the dogs are
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 1. James
Haggin, famous horseman and copper returned poco pronto. Sabe?
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Deli
magnate, is suffering from pneumouls
at his home. Green Hill, near here to- catessen Meats try the Modern Mar
day. Mr. Haggin who is 87 years old. ket. Frank Maurer, proprietor.
Demurrers Argued The demurrers
became suddenly 111 yesterday. His
to the indictments of Nathan Salmon
condition is serious.
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MISS A. MUGLER

State Secretary Lueero has received a letter from a physician of Indiana and it leads one to believe that
Arizona is far ahead of New Mexico
in the art of publicity. Here is the
hint for New Mexico to "push, boom

,

-'

'aster,

A

Doomis.

cnuntv according to the 1913 census. V Clancy, I C. Collins, B. Al. uut The 56 teachers draw monthly the ting E P Davies ,T. M. Diaz, Thomas
sum of $315o or an average ot $oh.4U l:oran 'Chas. P. Easlev. J. H. Gerdes.
S Harroim. H. S. Kaune. J. B.
each.
Iir w' T;,.
MTOh.., ....-.i
7 Moore,
t;mv, juini w .
L. B.
V.. F. Pankey, John Pfleuger.
Notaries Appointed.
Governor Wm, C. McDonald yester-- i Prince, James Seligman, J. D. Sena,
S. Spitz, Emil
day appointed the following persons Dr. Standley G. Small,
H. H. Wil- Lawrence A. Tamme, East Vhlfelder, Jacob Weltmer,
notaries:
.
TJ
r. n vt.M
Das Vegas, and E. L. Dove, Hager- - minis, r.
Celso Lopez, Jacob Levy, llarcellino
man. N. M.
,
c a Francisco Deigado, Romulo
,
Mar.
Work About Over.
In"
Dig- Carlos
Hno
Ortiz.
is
rapidof
board
The
equalization
H, Otero.
Manuel
r.eo
and
will
and
problabors
its
ly completing
Special Train
ably hold its last session this afterTwo telegromswere received this
noon. As predicted yesterday, the
board will probably issue an order to- morning which show the spirit of good
on the part of the
day to the assessors asking them to will to Santa Fe
put on the tax rolls of the various Santa Fe road. They read as follows:
counties, the property involved in "G. H. Van Stone,
transfers in 1912 and 1913, which the
"Secretary Chamber of Commerce.
"Your letter September 27th. Will
railroad accountants could not locate
on the rolls. This amounts to over a provide train service Lamy to Santa
Fe on arrival No. 4, October Cth, as
$1.0011,000 for the two years.
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California lettuce, 3 heads 25c. Andrews.
Eastern Star Meets There will be
The reception committee will conregular meeting of the Eastern Star
sist of D. A. Hughes, chairman; R. H. atomorrow
Ball.
evening at Masonic
Uanna, F. W. Parker, E. C. Abbott, R. Final
plans will be made for the comD. Baca, II. B. Cartwright, Maj. R.
reunion and the grand chapter. All
H. H. Dorman. E. - Hewett, ing
members are requested to be present,
D.
MorA.
B.
M.
Read,
E.
Twitchell,
P.
and visiting members will be welrison, Sr., W. H. Pope, Arthur
come.
N. B. Dnughlin, J. R. McFie, M.
Electrical Automobile supplies and
G.
W.
Sargent,
A. fitero, N. Salmon,
batteries.
Guagey and Ervien.
A.
J.
P.
R.
Ervien,
.T. W. Akers.
Rousers-T- he
Sunday
Day"
S.
A.
"Rally
Brookes,
French, A. M. Bergere,
The
stands for something
a Cartwr eht.' Jacobo t navez, r, school
....
,
cr.nVu oilontlv
A.

Potatoes and Salt.

That Burning Question !
How can heat and
better, cheaper?

Ren-ehan-

Ct-ls-

in--

I

ASKS

B.

THIS COUNTRY.

Cart-wrigh- t,

RETAIL

HERSCH

Beacham-Mignardo-

OF

At the meeting in the ollice of the
chamber of commerce yesterday the
committees for the entertainment to
the Spanish minister were selected as
follows:
Executive committee S. G.
chairman; J. W. Norment,
,
Lopez, Frank Owen, A. B.
A. S. Brookes.
This committee will have charge of
the affairs and Bpecial charge of the
arrangements for the banquet.
The finance committee is as follows:
.lames V. Mornient, chairman; johu
.1. D. Sena,
Ptieuger F. K. Nudding,
Deo llersch Frederick Muller.
This committee will have general
of the finances and sale of
for the banquet. Those wishirg tickets can, secure them from any
I ,,rt
of the above
The transportation
wl.lj
H, S.
be: Chas Closson
lliey will imvo
automobiles and railroad transporta
tion.
The decoration committee will be:
.Mrs. A. B. Renehan, Mrs. James Selig-D. A.
an, Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mrs.
Mauderfield.
Miss
Eugenia
Hughes,
This committee will have general
charge of the decorations.
The music committee, who will have
charge of the music at the banquet
will be: C. A, Bishop, A. M. Bergere
ard Llewellyn Hull.
The program and printing committee will consist of. Colonel B. M. Cutting. J. W. Giddings, Karl Greene and

Livestock on the National Forests.
A marked decrease in the quantity
of livestock grazed on national forest
ranges during the past fiscal year is
Reported by the forest service. Nine
and a half million domestic animals
sumjhave been occupied during the mer in converting one of the
duels of the forests into meat, hides
and wool. In addition there w ere, in
'round numbers, three hundred thous-janMay,
calves and colts and five million
Salt Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Iambs and kids, exempt from permit,
and therefore not enumerated.
FaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, fardea & field seeds in bulk and packages
According to the figures gathered,
the amount of stock grazed under permit during the year is over four per
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
cent greater than for the previous
year, while the number of permittees
using the forests for pasturage purPhone B'ck poses was increased from 20,501 to
The total receipts by the government from grazing fees for the twelve
months ending .Tune 30, 1913, were
and the portion of this applied
to schools and roads in the states in
which the national forests are situated
is about $352,703.

WHOLESALE

MEXICO?
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DURING
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LOOKED

NEW
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MATTER
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HIS 24 HOUR SOJOURN IN THE OLDEST

camps.

Always Stop

WELL

MINISTER,

'

Alleged Bootleggers Arrested.
J. 11. McHuglies mounted policeman,
and J. E. Hestand, special agent in the

talk for
Wilson Heaters need no boost--the- y
themselves. Our $30.00 Ranges are EXTRA
0000 VALUES. Come and see us.

LUDWtU WM. ILFELD.'

BE

TO

RIANO, SPAIN'S

-

AND RANGES.

Santa Fe Hardware

JUAN

mm
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ANDREWS

BUT
DON

LITERATURE
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TO ENTERTAIN

-

AUTO DELIVERY

Try Our

COMMITTEES NAMED! TONS

THE MONTEZUMA
TRUST CO. HAS
BEEN CLOSED

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

t,tr--

Vl

n

LTHOUGH

"clothes

d

EO.

Renehan and Wright appeared for the
plaintiff and Judge John R. McFie and
Attorney Harry T). Bowman for the
defendants.

that possess
shapely ele-- 'f

'Vi'if

drews.
Suit Dismissed Judge Abbott dissolved the injunction and dismissed
tlie suit brought by J. B. Sloan vs. A.
Reingardt et al, over the extension of
a fence on Hillside avenue. Attorneys

'

j

y

M

gnnce, that are
good to look at
as well as wear..

i

r
rnces
reasonable
MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
r

.

NEW PHELPS-DODGMINING PLANT NEAR TUCSON.j
CATRON BLOCK
San Diego, Calif., Oct. 1. H. J. SimEXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
mons, general manager ot the E. P. & SANTA FE'S

j

FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

i
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COMLD IO UD. wc
HAVE LEARNED To
.

kETVWATYoVWANT
AND MAKETVf PRICE
RISHT$0VE CAN
KEEP TOUK lKAlt.
WELL: IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A SMART MAN IS ALWAYS
LEARNING; IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS
HARDWARE
WILLING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEW ABOUT
LINE COMES
WHEN ANYTHING NEW IN THE HARDWARE
WE HAVE
OUT, WE KNOW IT AND GET IT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
STUDIED OUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE STILL STUDYING OUR PATRONS' REQUIREMENTS, AND TRYING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH
HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.
BUSI-NES-

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE 14.

HARDWARE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

PHONE

14.

